
Infinity Beta Introduction
Introduction
Welcome to the latest version of the Infinity Beta. This version of the rules represents an evolution 
of the 2d20 system designed reflect more closely the nature of the Infinity setting, and the style of 
play of the Infinity wargame. This includes a number of terminology changes and small adjustments 
too numerous to mention, and the text has been comprehensively rewritten to improve clarity. As a 
result, we recommend that you read these documents thoroughly.

The biggest changes can be found in action scenes, with a revision of the range of combat actions 
available and a system for adjudicating stealth in combat, and in combat damage, using a faster, 
more fluid way of tracking long-term injuries and the inclusion of systems for handling psychological 
and electronic attacks as well. Hacking is now folded into these electronic attacks, using the same 
mechanics as other forms of attack.

These new forms of attack – psychological warfare and hacking – are of particular interest to us, and 
they’re the subject of considerable internal discussion. We urge you to test the rules for 
psychological warfare and hacking thoroughly and extensively, and the rewritten playtest scenes 
provided in this pack are intended to encourage their use both by and against the player characters.

There will be an updated character sheet sent out in the next few days and a new playtest scene next
week. 

Contents
This pack contains several documents, which each handle a variety of subjects. They should be read 
in the following order:

1. Core Rules – this document covers the main rules of the game, attributes, skill tests, skill 
training, test difficulty, complications, buying additional dice, and the new skills list.

2. Action Scenes – this document covers running action scenes, the order of action, 
environments and abstract distances, combat actions, and new stealth and subtlety rules.

3. Damage and Recovery – this document contains rules for inflicting and recovering from 
physical damage, mental damage, and ‘digital’ damage.

4. Infinity Points – this document contains the full rules for using Infinity points.
5. Heat – this document, intended primarily for the GM, covers the Heat economy, describing 

how the Heat pool grows and shrinks during play.
6. Weapons and Equipment – this document provides examples of the various ranged and 

melee weapons that characters may use, examples of armour, and a selection of useful tools 
and other pieces of equipment. It also includes the rules for vehicles.

7. Scenes – these two scenes are updated and revised versions of the first two scenes from the 
previous playtest packs.

8. Pregen Characters – this document contains six pregenerated characters, and notes on 
creating other characters to those guidelines.



Infinity Beta Core Rules
Core Mechanics
This section provides an overview of the concepts and mechanics central to the Infinity roleplaying 
game, including Skill Tests, Momentum, Infinity points, and the Heat pool.

Dice

Infinity uses three types of dice to resolve the actions a character may attempt, and the situations 
they may face.

The first, and most commonly-used, is the twenty-sided die, known throughout this document as a 
d20. D20s are used for resolving skill tests, and for rolling on certain large tables.

The second type of die is the six-sided die, or d6. These are used relatively infrequently, mainly to roll
on certain small tables. However, d6s are also used as Combat Dice. Combat Dice, or [CD], are a 
particular way of rolling a d6, used for determining damage and governing special effects. When 
rolling a [CD], ignore any results of three, four, or five.  Results of one and two are counted as 
normal, while sixes are referred to as Effects, which trigger certain special abilities.

Skill Tests

The central game mechanic for determining whether characters succeed or fail at the tasks they 
attempt is the skill test. A skill test is required where a character attempts a task where the outcome 
is in doubt, where there are consequences for failure, or where the character’s is distracted or 
threatened. Outside of these circumstances, it’s often easier to assume that the characters succeed –
player characters in Infinity are competent professionals, who are unlikely to fail at routine tasks.

When asked to perform a skill test, the player rolls two d20s, normally listed as 2d20. Each die that 
rolls equal to or less than the test’s Target Number scores a single Success. The more successes that 
are scored, the better. A task has a set difficulty, a value from zero to five, which determines the 
minimum number of successes required to succeed at the test. Successes in excess of that minimum 
become Momentum, which can be spent to gain additional benefits or bonuses. Characters have a 
number of ways to obtain additional d20s when making a skill test, increasing the chances of scoring 
more successes.

Attributes

Each character is defined by a collection of eight attributes. These attributes indicate a character’s 
inherent abilities, and their physical and mental limitations. Most attributes for player characters 
have values from six to twelve, with eight representing the human average. Higher attribute ratings 
represent greater ability. An attribute’s value is the basic Target Number for a skill test.

The eight Attributes are as follows:

 Agility covers a character’s physical and manual dexterity, sense of balance, body control, 
and reflexes. Agility is important for characters who wish to move quickly, those who want to
avoid harm, and who favour close combat.

 Awareness covers a character’s perceptions, sensory acuity, gut feelings, and instincts. 
Awareness is valuable for both investigating and surviving a hostile world.



 Brawn covers a character’s strength, toughness, endurance, and ability to apply physical 
force. Brawn is useful for inflicting damage in close combat, withstanding physical harm, 
climbing, swimming, and shrugging off the effects of disease, poison, and hostile 
environments.

 Coordination covers a character’s hand-eye coordination and spatial awareness. 
Coordination is vital for anyone using firearms or vehicles.

 Intelligence covers a character’s wit, intellect, logic, reason, and their ability to apply 
knowledge. Intelligence is valuable for interacting with sophisticated technology, practicing 
complex fields of study, and for researching obscure subjects.

 Personality covers a character’s charisma, comfort in social situations, and the ability to be 
threatening or charming as required. Personality is valuable for interacting with people, 
whether pleasantly or aggressively.

 Willpower covers a character’s grit, determination, and psychological resilience. Willpower is
valuable for withstanding fear and panic, and for exerting one’s will over others.

Skills: Expertise and Focus

Skills represent a character’s specialised training within a particular field – knowledge, proficiency in 
tools or devices, conditioning, special techniques, and so forth. Each skill is tied to a particular 
attribute, representing the most common association between that skill and the character’s basic 
capabilities. For example, Education and Mechanics are skills based on Intelligence.

Skill training is represented by two values: Expertise and Focus, both of which are ranked from one to
five.

Expertise ranks are added to an Attribute’s value to determine the Target Number for a skill test. For 
example, Adam has Coordination 8 and Ranged Weapons Expertise 2, so he needs to roll 10 or less on
each d20 in order to score a Success on a Ranged Weapons test.

Focus ranks are resolved separately. When attempting a skill test, each d20 that rolls equal to or less 
than the character’s Focus rank in that skill scores two successes instead of one. Continuing the 
above example, if Adam has Ranged Weapons Focus 2, then each d20 that rolls a one or a two scores
two successes rather than one.

Untrained Skills

Using a skill untrained is functionally the same as making a normal skill test, only the character has 
no ranks of Expertise or Focus to increase his chances. However, when making a skill test with a skill 
in which a character has no training, the character increases his Complication Range by one; this 
means he will generate a Complication (see below) for each 19 or 20 rolled on his d20s.

Test Difficulty

As already noted, the difficulty of a skill test is a value from zero to five. This value is the minimum 
number of successes necessary to succeed overall at the task attempted. A test with a difficulty of 
zero requires no successes, and is the default difficulty for any task that a character can simply 
succeed at without any particular effort, while a test with a difficulty of five is a virtually impossible 
task that only the most skilled and driven characters will succeed at.

The levels of difficulty, and some examples of what tasks might fall into each level, are described on 
the table below.



Name Successes Examples
Simple D0 0 Opening a slightly stuck door

Researching a widely known subject
Hitting a target at a shooting range with a bullet

Average D1 1 Overcoming a simple lock
Researching a specialist subject
Shooting an enemy at optimal range

Challenging D2 2 Overcoming a complex lock
Researching obscure information
Shooting an enemy at optimal range in poor light

Daunting D3 3 Overcoming a complex lock in a hurry
Researching restricted information
Shooting an enemy at long range in poor light

Dire D4 4 Overcoming a complex lock in a hurry, without the proper tools
Researching classified information
Shooting an enemy at long range, in poor light and heavy rain

Epic D5 5 Overcoming a complex lock in a hurry, without the proper 
tools, and in the middle of a firefight
Researching a subject where the facts have been thoroughly 
redacted from official records
Shooting an enemy at extreme range in poor light and heavy 
rain

Difficulty Zero Tests

Certain circumstances – and often particular talents, items and abilities a character has – can reduce 
the difficulty of a skill test, which may reduce the test’s difficulty to zero. At other times, a test may 
be so simple that it does not require a test in the first place. These are also Simple D0 tests. If a test is
Simple D0, it does not require a test to be made – it is automatically successful with zero successes, 
requiring no effort whatsoever, and with no risk of Complications (see below). However, because no 
test is made, it can generate no Momentum – even bonus Momentum from talents, gear, or 
particularly advantageous situations. With the GM’s express permission, a character can still choose 
to make a test for a Simple D0 task, but this takes the normal amount of time, and can generate 
Momentum as normal (indeed, because zero successes are required to pass the test, every success 
generated is Momentum), but this comes with the risk of Complications as well.

Under no circumstances can a character choose voluntary failure (see below) on a Simple D0 test.

Setting the Difficulty

It’s the GM’s responsibility to determine how difficult a particular task should be. Skill tests in combat
often have specific difficulty ratings for particular actions performed under certain circumstances, 
but these are baseline difficulties, and the GM should feel free to alter those difficulties based on the
situation at hand.

The GM can often start with an assumption of a skill test starting with a difficulty of Average D1. This 
represents fairly typical conditions for a task that isn’t a guaranteed success, but which is still quite 
straightforward to accomplish. If there are no other factors influencing this particular task, then leave
the task at Average D1 difficulty.



However, there are a number of factors that can make a skill test more or less difficult. The GM 
should consider whether a given factor influences a particular skill test – for example, trying to patch 
up a gunshot wound might be a Challenging D2 test normally, but trying to do it in the back of a van 
being driven at full speed might increase the difficulty to Daunting D3.

Buying Additional Dice

Under normal circumstances, a skill test is taken using two d20s. Astute players may notice that 
achieving more than two successes is actually quite difficult for a character rolling two dice. This is 
intentional – the more difficult tasks require some degree of expenditure and effort above and 
beyond simply attempting the test. There are two normal ways to add d20s to a character’s skill test, 
though some equipment and abilities may grant additional options.

Heat

The simplest way of improving a character’s chances of success (or of generating multiple successes) 
is by paying Heat. Heat is a resource used by the GM to trigger events, activate NPCs’ special 
abilities, and otherwise make the player characters’ lives more interesting and challenging, and 
which is described in full in a later section. There are various situations in which a player character 
may pay Heat to the GM in order to get some immediate advantage.

The most obvious advantage is bonus d20s on a test. A player may pay the GM a point of Heat in 
order to gain an additional d20 on a skill test. The player may purchase up to three d20s in this way, 
and these bonus dice must be purchased before the test is attempted.

Infinity Points

The other way of improving a character’s chances of success is the use of Infinity points. A character 
only has a small pool of Infinity Points available, so their use is limited, but their effect is quite 
potent.

A player may spend an Infinity point before attempting a skill test in order to add a bonus d20 to the 
test. However, rather than rolling this die, simply set it on the table with the ‘1’ facing up – when 
spending an Infinity point, a d20 bought is assumed to have already rolled a 1, and is thus 
automatically successful. Indeed, if the character has any Focus ranks in that skill, that die produces 
two automatic successes.

If a character is able to score enough successes to pass a skill test through just spending one or more 
Infinity points, he can choose not to roll any more dice on that test, to avoid the risk of 
Complications.

Complications

Picking up the dice comes with risk. Most of that risk is simply the chance of not succeeding, but 
there’s always a slim chance of something worse happening. These are Complications.

Whenever a character makes a skill test, each d20 that rolls a 20 creates a Complication. A 
complication is some inconvenient change of circumstances that impairs the character in some way, 
a new obstacle to overcome, or even something simple like a loss of resources (like a Reload) or an 
embarrassing situation (a social faux pas, or accidentally downloading malware). These 
inconveniences are independent of success or failure – it is entirely possible to succeed at a skill test 
and generate one or more Complications. The GM should be careful with Complications, so that they 



don’t make the characters look unduly foolish or incompetent, or cause them more than a passing 
inconvenience.

When a Complication occurs, the GM has the option of simply adding two Heat to his pool. This 
could be because the GM can’t think of any worthwhile complications at that moment, because he’s 
got something planned for a later scene, or because the player wishes to ‘pay off’ the complication 
rather than suffering it.

If more than one Complication occurs from a test – because multiple 20s are rolled – then these may 
produce multiple Complications (any or all of which may be traded for two Heat each) or one big 
Complication at the GM’s choice.

Certain effects can increase a character’s chance of generating a Complication, such as using a skill 
untrained. This is referred to as a character’s Complication range.

Success at a Cost

Sometimes, a failed skill test may cause the situation to grind to a halt, or the consequences for 
failure may not be particularly interesting. In such situations, the GM may permit a player character’s
failed skill test to succeed, but at some additional cost. In this case, the character succeeds at the 
task attempted, but they fail to prevent some additional problem from arising as well. If the GM 
chooses to offer this, then the cost of failure should be equivalent to a Complication, as if a natural 
20 had been rolled during the skill test. This Complication is in addition to those generated by the 
failed test, meaning that some successes gained in this way can be particularly costly. This 
Complication can be ‘paid off’ by adding two Heat to the GM’s pool, as normal. Any success gained at
a cost is success gained without Momentum, even bonus Momentum – the character only gains the 
most basic level of success.

Momentum

When the number of successes scored on a skill test is greater than the difficulty rating, the excess 
successes become Momentum. This Momentum can be spent to perform the task faster or more 
effectively, or to gain some additional benefit.

Some talents, items, or circumstances grant a character bonus Momentum, which is added to any 
successful skill test; failed skill tests can’t benefit from Momentum.

Spending Momentum

A player can spend Momentum on a number of different options that will improve the quality of the 
task, or gain additional benefits. In combat, Momentum can be used to gain tactical advantages, such
as additional movement, extra actions, or more damage. Out of combat, Momentum allows a 
character to complete a task more quickly, achieve greater effects, learn additional information, or 
provide assistance to an ally attempting their own skill test. 

Any Momentum a character generates during his turn remains until the end of that turn, and can be 
spent freely on any successful skill test they make during that turn. You do not have to spend, or 
declare an intention for, any Momentum in advance – you can spend it as and when it becomes 
necessary or desirable. For example, after making a ranged attack and scoring three Momentum, a 
character can choose to roll for the damage he inflicts before he chooses whether to spend 
Momentum to boost the damage total, re-roll the damage dice, or gain other benefits.



Necessary Momentum
Under normal circumstances, Momentum is an added benefit, demonstration of performing a task 
particularly well. However, at times, certain uses for Momentum may be essential – the character 
cannot perform the task he wishes unless he uses a particular Momentum Spend. In these situations,
the player may choose to increase the difficulty of the test by the cost of the Momentum spend, and 
get the benefits of that Momentum spend as part of the action. This is referred to as Necessary 
Momentum, as it reflects that a particular Momentum spend is required for the action to go ahead.

For example, a character may spend one Momentum in combat to withdraw from Reach and leave 
melee without being attacked. A player wishes to withdraw from combat before making a ranged 
attack. As the action can’t reasonably be performed without the Momentum spend, the player 
chooses to add one to the attack’s difficulty instead, and get the benefit of that Momentum spend 
included in his action.

Saving Momentum

Sometimes, a character performs a task where either no clear use for Momentum exists, where he 
has left over Momentum at the end of his turn, or where a later action could benefit from it more. In 
these situations, the character may choose to save that Momentum into a central pool of group 
Momentum. This group resource represents teamwork, group dynamics, leadership, action 
coordination, assistance, and other ways that a group of teammates helps each other.

To manage group Momentum, it is recommended that the group set aside a d6 or a pool of six 
tokens to track the amount currently saved. Regardless of which method is used – even a note on a 
bit of paper can suffice – the group Momentum should be placed conveniently so all players can see 
how much the group has. No matter how many players are in the group, the group Momentum pool 
is limited to six points.

NPCs cannot bank Momentum; they use the Heat pool to gain similar benefits.

Banking Group Momentum
Banking Momentum takes no action, and it can be done freely on any turn where the character has 
two or more surplus Momentum. It costs one Momentum to bank the remaining amount in the 
group pool, up to the maximum of six points. Any excess beyond that is lost.

A player may not bank Momentum on the same turn as he takes Momentum from the group’s pool –
Momentum can only leave or enter the group pool during any individual player’s turn, not both.

Spending Group Momentum
All Momentum in the group’s pool is available to any of the player characters. On a player’s turn, as 
long as there is one or more points of Momentum in the pool, he may spend as many of those points
upon a successful skill test as he wishes, in addition to any Momentum generated by that test, and 
any Momentum granted as a bonus by equipment, talents, or circumstances.

Face to Face Tests

When two characters are in direct opposition to one another, each character involved in the task 
performs an Average D1 skill test. The character who achieves the greatest quantity of Momentum 
succeeds, achieving his goal. In the case of a tie, a player character wins over a non-player character.

If either side has some circumstances that would make their test more difficult, then those increases 
in difficulty are translated into an equivalent amount of bonus Momentum for his opponent – in 



essence, circumstances that hinder one side of a Face to Face test will instead become an advantage 
for the other side. For example, a character attempting a Stealth test during bright daylight would 
increase the difficulty of his test by one step; this instead becomes one bonus Momentum on the 
Observation test of the guard looking for him.

Characters may pay Heat, spend Infinity points, or use any other means of gaining successes or extra 
Momentum to boost their chances on this test.

Teamwork & Assistance

A number of tasks can benefit from the assistance of others. If the situation, time, and GM allow, 
several characters can work together as a team when attempting to perform a task. When more than
one character is involved in a task, one character is designated as the leader, and the other 
characters are designated assistants.

In order to assist with a skill test, each player must describe how his character is assisting the test’s 
leader. If the GM approves, then each assistant rolls one d20, using his own attribute and skill ranks 
to determine if any successes are scored, while the leader makes his skill test as normal. Assistants 
may not use Heat or Infinity points to roll additional dice, though the leader may pay Heat or spend 
Infinity points as normal.

If the leader scores at least one success of his own, then any successes generated by the assistants 
are added to the leader’s total. If the leader does not generate any successes, then any successes 
scored by the assistants are lost.

Voluntary Failure

There may be some situations where a player feels it may be better to fail than spend an Infinity 
point or pay Heat to the GM for bonus dice. This may be the case with a skill test using a skill the 
player’s character has no training with, or where the difficulty is high enough that success is unlikely 
to begin with.

With agreement from the GM, the player may choose to have his character fail a skill test 
automatically, where there are meaningful consequences for failure (such as being pursued, 
attempting to perform a complex task under pressure, avoiding an attack, etc). To fail a skill test 
voluntarily, the player pays the GM one Heat. In exchange, the character immediately gains one 
Infinity point (to the normal maximum of five Infinity points).

Skills

The following is a list of the skills a character may learn in Infinity.

Name Attribute Uses
Acrobatics Agility Moving quickly through difficult terrain. Jumping. 

Avoiding falling damage. Dodging attacks.
Analysis Awareness Inspecting people, places, and information closely. 

Recognising patterns. Discerning if someone is lying.
Animal Handling Awareness Calming wild animals. Training domestic animals. Riding 

beasts of burden. Identifying different animals.
Athletics Brawn Moving forcefully through difficult terrain. Climbing. 

Swimming. Exerting physical strength.
Close Combat Agility Making and defending against Melee attacks. Identifying 



Melee weapons and styles.
Command Willpower Issuing orders to subordinates. Coercion through force of

will. Coordinating allies.
Discipline Willpower Resisting psychological warfare. Resisting coercion and 

persuasion. Maintaining concentration. Recovering from 
mental damage and Trauma.

Education Intelligence Basic knowledge useful for day-to-day life. Knowledge of 
history and current events. Ability to research facts and 
current events.

Hacking Intelligence Advanced computer skills. Attacking networks. 
Defending networks. Repairing digital damage and 
Breaches.

Lifestyle Intelligence Knowledge of economics and finance. Skill at buying and 
selling items, and finding a good deal. Dealing with 
business contacts.

Medicine Intelligence Treating physical damage and Injuries. Diagnosing and 
treating disease and poison. Performing autopsies.

Observation Awareness Finding hidden things. Noticing things that are unusual. 
Persuade Personality Convincing others to do as you wish, by charm or by 

intimidation.
Pilot Coordination Operating TAGs and vehicles. Identifying TAGs and 

vehicles.
Psychotherapy Personality Analysing behavioural and psychological profiles. 

Treating mental damage and Trauma.
Ranged 
Weapons

Coordination Making Shoot attacks. Identifying ranged weaponry. 
Maintaining ranged weaponry.

Resistance Brawn Recovering naturally from physical damage and Injuries. 
Resisting the effects of poison, disease, and 
environmental effects.

Sciences Intelligence Performing experiments. Understanding complex 
scientific research. Analysing chemicals. Performing 
forensic analysis.

Space Coordination Operating spacecraft. Identifying spacecraft.
Stealth Agility Moving quietly. Hiding quickly. Hiding objects on one’s 

person. Disguising oneself.
Survival Awareness Navigating an unfamiliar environment. Finding shelter. 

Avoiding environmental hazards. Tracking others.
Tech Intelligence Creating, maintaining, and repairing machines and other 

devices. Knowledge of mechanics, electronics, and 
various fields of engineering.

Thievery Coordination Picking locks. Sleight of hand. Identifying strengths and 
weaknesses in physical security systems. Understanding 
crime and criminal activity. Interacting with criminals.

Vacuum Awareness Operating in micro-gravity environments. Performing 
actions while in a space suit or similar gear. Avoiding the 
hazards of space.



Infinity Beta Action Scenes 
Action Scenes
Across the worlds of the Human Sphere, characters may find themselves coming into conflict with 
rivals and adversaries of all shapes and sizes. Sometimes, direct action is the only solution.

Combats and other action scenes should play out dramatically, with pulse-pounding, action-packed 
encounters. Characters have a number of resources at their disposal to accomplish daring and heroic 
feats that wouldn’t look out of place in an action movie. With access to Momentum, Infinity points, 
and the ability to purchase bonus dice in exchange for Heat, players can engage with action scenes 
and get the most out of their characters during these encounters.

Rounds & Time

During action scenes, events are divided into rounds. Each round represents a ‘slice’ of time, during 
which characters can attempt actions and respond to the actions of their enemies. These rounds are 
of no fixed duration, and can vary based on the encounter in question – an intense firefight may have
rounds that last only ten seconds, while a protracted car chase across the city may have each round 
last a minute or more. Battles involving spacecraft (not covered in this playtest) may have rounds 
that last several minutes, as vessels silently manoeuvre in the darkness of space.

Regardless of how long a turn may represent, a character takes a single turn during each round. 
During a character’s turn, he has a number of options, in the form of different actions he can 
perform.

On his turn, a character can perform a single Standard Action, a Minor Action, and a Free Action. He 
may exchange a Standard Action for a Minor Action and/or a Minor Action for any number of Free 
Actions. Outside of his turn, a character cannot take any actions, but he can attempt Reactions in 
response the actions of others. A character cannot take the same action more than once in each 
turn.

Action Order

Each round, the players agree upon the order in which their characters will take their turns. Each 
player resolves all the actions he wishes his character to take (within the normal limitations), and 
then hands over to another player to do the same. Once all of the player characters have taken their 
actions during that round, then all the non-player characters take their turns, in whatever order the 
GM wishes.

Once all the player characters and NPCs have taken their actions in a round, that round is over, one 
Momentum is lost from the group pool, and a new round begins.

The GM has the opportunity to interrupt the player characters’ turns in order to allow an NPC to take
its turn earlier. If he wishes to do this, then before a player begins his actions (either at the start of 
the round before anyone has acted, or immediately after one player character has finished his 
actions), the GM spends one Heat from his pool, nominates a single NPC, and resolves that NPC’s 
actions immediately. Once this has been done, the action order passes back to the player characters. 
That NPC does not get to act again that round.



If the players spend too much time deliberating and discussing their choices rather than actually 
acting, the GM may wish to warn the players that their hesitance may make things worse, adding 
Heat to the pool. If the players continue to take too long or argue among themselves, the GM gains 
one Heat immediately. The sight of a growing Heat pool should spur them to action!

Surprise

Sometimes, one group of characters may try to surprise or ambush another group. If one group has 
sufficient time to hide, set up an ambush, or otherwise prepare themselves to attack an unwitting 
foe, then they may attempt a Face to Face test to gain an advantage. Each side nominates a leader 
who will attempt the skill test, though other members of the group may assist this test as normal, as 
they contribute to preparations.

Under most circumstances, the ambushing side will attempt a Stealth test, which will be resisted by 
the ambushed side’s Observation test. However, the players and GM are free to suggest alternative 
ways to secure surprise – perhaps a sudden attack during a negotiation would be handled by 
Persuade resisted by Willpower.

If the ambushing side succeeds at the Face to Face test, then the ambush is a success. Each character
in the ambushing side gains the benefits of an Exploit Weakness action for free – requiring no action 
– on any attack action they attempt during the first round of the scene. If the ambushers are NPCs, 
they also receive a single free point of Heat each, which must be spent on taking their action before 
the player characters. If the ambushing side failed, then they must take their actions for the first 
round after the ambushed side (if the ambushers were NPCs, they are unable to spend Heat to 
interrupt during the first round, if the ambushers were player characters, then they will act after all 
of the NPCs have acted).

Environments and Zones

In battle, knowing where everyone is can be of vital importance, and determining both absolute 
position (where you are on the battlefield) and relative position (how far you are from a given friend 
or foe) is important. Rather than track everything in precise distances, however, Infinity resolves this 
matter using abstract zones.

An environment represents the battlefield as a whole. This may be a building, a city street, an area of
wilderness, or something of that sort. An environment is divided into a number of zones based on 
the terrain features present in the area. For example, a building may treat individual rooms as 
distinct zones, using the internal walls as natural divisions for range and movement, while a city 
street may focus zones around features like parked cars, the fronts of buildings, alleyways, and so 
forth. Zones may be defined in three dimensions, so the GM may choose to map multiple floors of a 
building, connected by stairs and elevators, or consider a number of ‘empty’ zones above the 
battlefield for flying objects. A relatively simple battlefield may consist of three to five significant 
zones, while complex environments may have more. More zones is typically better than fewer, as 
they provide a greater variety of movement options and tactical opportunities.

Because zones are of no fixed size, they can be varied to accommodate the GM’s preferences for a 
given scene, and to represent certain other factors. For example, a battle in a forest may be divided 
into many small zones amongst the trees, and a couple of larger zones representing clearings. The 
larger size of the zone helps convey quicker movement and easier target acquisition in open areas. 
However, zones should not be too complex a consideration under most circumstances – a few 
seconds to describe zones and their relative positions, or to sketch out a rough map on a piece of 



spare paper, is all that’s needed for most situations. Of course, this doesn’t prevent the GM coming 
up with elaborate environments if he wishes to spend more time coming up with maps.

Individual zones can – and often should – have terrain effects defined when the GM creates them. 
This may be as simple as providing cover, or imposing difficult terrain, but the GM is welcome to 
devise other terrain effects, such as objects that can be interacted with (physically, or using Infowar), 
hazards to overcome, or even terrain that changes under particular circumstances. Some zones may 
be defined more by the absence of terrain than its presence, and some environments are enhanced 
by a few ‘empty’ zones between obstacles.

GMs who desire concrete values rather than abstract ranges are encouraged to set specific sizes and 
shapes for individual zones, essentially using them as a large grid.

Characters and Zones

To help players visualise their characters’ place in an encounter, and to manage action scenes 
effectively, it’s important to keep track of which zone characters are in at any given moment. This 
should be relatively easy in most cases. As zones are defined by the terrain and around them, 
tracking a character can be a matter of simple description – an enemy might be ‘behind the bar’ or 
‘standing by the blue car’. This has the advantage of relying on natural language and intuitive 
concepts, rather than specific game turns, and avoids the tracking of specific distances which can 
become fiddly where there are a lot of characters present.

Larger or particularly complex scenes may become tricky to track purely by memory, so the GM may 
wish to use something extra to help remind everyone of which character is where. If you’re already 
using a sketched map, then marking character positions in pencil (so they can be easily erased and 
redrawn) is a simple approach, as is using tokens or miniatures, and moving them around as 
required.

Distances

Movement and ranged attacks need some sense of distance to make them meaningful. In Infinity, 
the relative placement of zones determines this distance. To keep things simple and fluid, range is 
measured in four categories, and one state.

 The state of Reach is when an object or character is within arm’s length of the character. 
Characters enter Reach to interact with objects manually, to attack in close combat, and to 
perform any other actions where they may need to touch the target or subject of their 
action. Reach isn’t a specific range, but rather is something that a character can declare 
when he moves – that is, when a character moves into or within a zone, he may freely 
declare that he is moving into or out of Reach of a particular object or character. Moving out 
of Reach of an enemy may be risky, as it leaves a character open to attack unless they take 
the Withdraw action.

 Close range is defined as the zone the character is within at the time. Moving within Close 
range is a trivial affair, able to be performed as a Free Action.

 Medium range is defined as any zone adjacent to the character’s current zone. A character 
can use a Minor Action to move to a point within Medium range.

 Long range is defined as objects and creatures two or more zones away from a character’s 
current zone. A character can use a Standard Action to move to a point within Long range.



 Extreme range is a special case, used only at GM’s discretion. The GM may define some 
zones as being at Extreme range, so long as they are beyond Long range. A character cannot 
move to Extreme range in a single turn.

Distances and Communication
Characters will want to communicate during an action scene – calls for help, battle-cries, derisive 
slurs, and other dialogue can abound in action scenes. In most cases, characters can converse 
normally within Close range – they’re near enough to one another to be heard and to make 
themselves understood without raising their voices.

A character at Medium range can be communicated with, but only at a raised volume – shouting, 
rather than talking. At Long and Extreme range, you can shout to draw attention, but conveying any 
meaning or understanding someone is unlikely. Methods of communication such as radios and 
computers make distance less of a consideration.

Distance and Perception
The further away something is, the harder it is to notice. In game terms, this means that characters in
distant zones are harder to observe or identify than those nearby. A character increases the difficulty
of Observation tests by one step when trying to notice creatures and objects at Medium range, by 
two when dealing with creatures and objects at Long range, and by three when trying to discern 
things at Extreme range. A creature that isn’t trying to avoid notice requires a Simple D0 Observation 
test under normal circumstances, while attempting a Stealth test makes things more difficult. 
Creatures or objects that are particularly noticeable – someone firing a gun, shouting, or a fast-
moving or brightly-coloured object – may reduce the difficulty further.

Movement and Terrain

Under normal circumstances, moving around requires no skill test (or, rather, it requires a Simple D0 
Athletics or Acrobatics test, as some situations may increase the difficulty of moving around). Moving
anywhere within Close range takes only a Free Action. Moving anywhere within Medium range takes 
a Minor Action. Moving anywhere within Long range takes a Standard Action.

9. Difficult Terrain requires a more difficult skill test. A character attempting to move into, out 
of, or within, a zone of difficult terrain increases the difficulty of the skill test by one or more.
Further, a character may not move as a Free Action if it would require a skill test of Difficulty 
Average D1 or more. Failure on the test means that the character makes no progress after 
the point where the test was required – so a character attempting to enter difficult terrain 
stops before he enters the zone. Complications on this test might cause the character to fall 
over, drop a held item, or make a loud noise.

10. Hazardous Terrain works like difficult terrain, but with an additional consequence of failure –
damage, a condition, or some other peril, such as becoming trapped or stuck. The simplest 
example would be a gap that needs to be jumped across, which would cause damage from 
falling if the character fails.

11. Climbing and Swimming. A character climbing up or down a surface, or swimming across a 
body of water, is a form of difficult or dangerous terrain, which requires an Athletics test (you
can’t use an Acrobatics test for Climbing or Swimming).

12. Falling Damage is determined by distance fallen. A fall of Close range inflicts 1+[CD]2 physical
damage. A Medium range fall inflicts 2+[CD]4 physical damage. A Long fall inflicts 3+[CD]6 
physical damage. An Extreme fall inflicts 4+[CD]8 physical damage. A character jumping 
down deliberately can count the fall as one range category less (which would mean a Close 



fall inflicts no damage). A character about to suffer falling damage can attempt an Acrobatics 
test as a Reaction, gaining [CD]1 Soak against the fall, plus one additional [CD]1 of Soak per 
Momentum spent, which stacks with any benefit provided by armour.

Taking Action

There are four forms of actions in use during an action scene: Free Actions, Minor Actions, Standard 
Actions, and Reactions. On his turn, a character can perform a single Standard Action, a Minor 
Action, and a Free Action. He may exchange a Standard Action for a Minor Action and/or a Minor 
Action for any number of Free Actions. Outside of his turn, a character cannot take any actions, but 
he can attempt Reactions in response the actions of others. Under normal circumstances, a character
cannot take the same action twice in one turn. Actions can be taken in any order, but all actions must
be declared before any of them are resolved, and the final decision as to whether any combination of
actions is possible rests with the GM.

Free Actions

During your turn, a character may perform one or more of the following Free Actions. A character 
cannot perform the same Free Action more than once during any given turn.

No Free Action includes a skill test. If an action requires a Skill Test, it is not a Free Action.

Adjustment
A character can make a small adjustment to his position. The character can use the adjustment to 
enter or leave Reach, or otherwise move anywhere within his current zone. Moving through difficult 
terrain requires at least the Movement action. A character cannot take this action if he takes the 
Movement or Sprint actions – a character may only take a single movement action in any given turn.

Drop Item
The character drops a single item held in one or both of his hands. The item falls to his feet within 
Reach.

Drop Prone
The character immediately drops to the ground, making himself a smaller target. While prone, a 
character gains two Soak for each Effect rolled on a Cover dice, and increases the difficulty of all 
ranged attacks against him from Medium range or further by one step. However, melee attacks and 
ranged attacks at Close range gain one bonus Momentum against him, and he cannot attempt the 
Sprint action or any Reactions. A character may not stand up and drop prone in the same turn.

Simple Task
A character may perform any other task that requires a Simple D0 skill test or no skill test as a Free 
Action. If the character wishes to roll the dice for a Simple D0 skill test, then the Use Skill action 
should be chosen instead.

Speak
The character may talk to allies, bellow a war cry, shout an order, threaten a rival, or otherwise 
converse with a few sentences or phrases. This action cannot be used to attempt a Command or 
Persuade test, or perform any other skill test that involves speech.



Minor Actions

Minor Actions exist to support a character’s standard action, and do not usually require much energy
or concentration, but they do require a certain level of effort. A character can perform one Minor 
Action on his turn normally (though he may exchange a Standard Action for an additional Minor 
Action), and he may exchange that Minor Action for any number of Free Actions.

Clear Malfunction
This is the technical counterpart to the Recover action, below. If an item of equipment has 
malfunctioned in some minor – but urgent – way, the character can use this action to clear the 
problem. This requires an Average D1 skill test, with the skill used to operate the item normally 
(Ranged Weapons for a rifle, for example) or Tech, whichever the character prefers.

Movement
A character can move to any point within Medium range. See Environments and Zones for more 
details on moving around environments. A character cannot take this action if he takes the 
Adjustment or Sprint actions – a character may only take a single movement action in any given turn.

Recover
When a character is suffering from a temporary condition such as Bleeding or Staggered, he may 
attempt a Resistance test to end the condition. If the condition has a specific rating (such as Burning 
3), the condition’s rating is the difficulty of this Resistance test. Otherwise, the Resistance test is 
Challenging D2. If the character passes this test, the condition ends.

Stand
If the character is prone, he may take this action to stand, losing all the benefits and disadvantages of
being prone.

Draw or Use Item
Using a free hand, the character may pick up an item within Reach, or draw a weapon or other item 
carried on his person stowed in his gear. If the item is already in hand, the character can use it with 
this action. Some items can take effect as soon as they are drawn, allowing a character to draw and 
use the item with only one Restricted Action.

Standard Actions

Standard Actions are the focus of action scenes, and take up most of a character’s attention and 
effort. Most Standard Actions require a skill test. A character can normally perform one Standard 
Action on his turn, but there are a number of ways a character can perform more than one Standard 
Action during a turn. A character cannot perform the same Standard Action more than once during a 
turn, with the exception of the four Attacks.

 Infinity Points. A player may spend an Infinity point to allow his character to perform an 
additional Standard Action. A character may only gain one additional Standard Action from 
spending an Infinity point. 

 Swift Action Momentum Spend. By spending two Momentum from a skill test, the character
gains an additional Standard Action immediately. The difficulty of any test associated with 
that extra Standard Action increases by one step. This Momentum spend can only be used 
once by a character during any given round.

o Dual Wielding. When a character uses the Swift Action Momentum Spend, and both 
of those actions are different attacks (melee and ranged, melee and scare, etc) or 



use different tools (two different ranged weapons), the cost of the Momentum 
Spend is reduced to one.

 Talent or Ability. Some special talents and abilities allow a character to perform an 
additional Standard Action without spending Momentum or paying Infinity points. This is 
described in the individual talent or ability’s description. A character may only use one talent
or ability that grants a bonus Standard Action each round.

Assist
The character performs some task that will grant an ally an advantage. The character nominates a 
single ally he is able to communicate with (using a communicator, or directly), and declares how he is
providing assistance. During the nominated ally’s action, the assisting character rolls a single d20, 
using the skill he is providing assistance with (often, but not always, the same skill the ally is using), 
and gives his ally any successes he generates, as normal for providing assistance. The GM may 
prohibit certain uses of skills to assist certain actions, if they don’t make sense in context. Alternately,
he may add certain extra restrictions, such as saying that a character must be within Reach of the 
character he’s assisting to use this action.

Attack, Hack
The character attacks a network or computer system with his hacking device. The character 
nominates a single target (any creature or object with its own network) within Close range, and 
nominates a form of Intrusion Software he has available. Then, he makes an Average D1 Hacking skill 
test. If this test succeeds, the character inflicts the Intrusion Software’s digital damage.

Attack, Melee
The character attacks with a melee weapon. The character nominates a single target (creature or 
object) within Reach, and a melee weapon he is currently wielding (as opposed to one currently 
stowed away). Then, he makes an Average D1 Close Combat skill test. If this test succeeds, the 
character inflicts the weapon’s physical damage.

Attack, Scare
The character attempts to demoralise his foes. The character nominates single target (a living 
creature), and a Technique he has available. Then, he makes an Average D1 Persuade test, increasing 
the difficulty by one step for each range category beyond Close. If this test succeeds, the character 
inflicts the Technique’s mental damage.

Attack, Shoot
The character aims and shoots at a target. The character nominates a single target (creature or 
object) and a ranged weapon he is currently wielding (as opposed to one currently stowed away). 
Then, he makes an Average D1 Ranged Weapons test. The difficulty of this test increased by one step
for each range category away from the weapon’s effective range the target is (in either direction – a 
weapon with an optimum range of Medium increases the difficulty of attacks against targets at 
Close, Long, and Extreme range). A character who attempts a Shoot attack while an enemy is within 
Reach increases the difficulty by one.

Brace
Weapons with a size category of Unwieldy, such as heavy machine guns, rocket launchers, and the 
like. An attack with an Unwieldy weapon increases the difficulty of the Ranged Weapons test by two 
steps, and increases the Complication Range of that test by one (to 19-20).



When a character performs the Brace action, these penalties are removed from future attacks made 
with the braced weapon. Once a character performs the Brace action, the weapon remains Braced 
until it is moved. If the character moves the weapon, then the benefits of being Braced are removed.

Exploit Weakness
The character takes additional time and concentration readying his next attack, to increase his 
chances of success and the damage he inflicts. If the character performs any form of Attack action 
when his previous Standard Action (on the same turn or in the previous one) was to Exploit 
Weakness, the characters adds +2d20 to the attack’s skill test. If the attack succeeds, then it inflicts 
an additional +[CD]2 damage. If the attack is a ranged attack, the character can spend no more than 
one Reload to improve his attack – using large quantities of ammunition prevents this kind of 
accuracy.

This action can also be used to represents attempts to ambush, feint, or attack with some other 
significant advantage. GM’s may allow, at their discretion, a successful skill test to use Exploit 
Weakness for free (taking no action whatsoever). Stealth tests are the most common form of this, 
but a Persuade test (representing a trick or deception) or an Acrobatics test (representing some 
grand feat of agility, such as a leaping charge from a balcony). The GM is encouraged to let players 
have fun with this option.

Pass
The character may choose to spend his Standard Action doing nothing. This still uses the character’s 
Standard Action for that turn.

Ready
The character may declare that he is waiting for a certain situation or event to occur before 
performing a Standard Action, which he must choose when he determines the triggering condition. 
When this triggering situation occurs, the character with the readied action temporarily interrupts 
the acting character’s turn to resolve the readied action. Once the readied action is resolved, the 
acting character continues his turn as normal. If the triggering situation does not occur before the 
character’s next turn, the readied action is lost.

Characters who take a readied action can still take Minor and Free actions during their turn as 
normal.

Shake It Off
The character hunkers down, grits his teeth, and fights through the pain. The character chooses 
Vigour or Resolve, and attempts an Average D1 skill test – Resistance for Vigour or Discipline for 
Resolve. On a successful test, the character regains two Vigour or Resolve (as appropriate), plus two 
more for each Momentum spent.

Because the character is focussing on his own wellbeing first and foremost, when he takes the Shake 
It Off action, he may re-roll any cover dice he rolls until the start of his next turn.

Skill Test
The character attempts a skill test not covered by any other action. GM’s discretion applies as to 
what activities and tasks are permitted as a Standard Action in the middle of an action scene.

Sprint
The character may move to any point in Long range. Sprinting through difficult or hazardous terrain 
increases the difficulty of those tests by one step, as the character’s haste makes him more likely to 



stumble. A character cannot take this action if he takes the Adjustment or Movement actions – a 
character may only take a single movement action in any given turn.

Withdraw
A character attempting to leave an enemy’s Reach may be attacked by the enemy using the Retaliate 
Reaction. To prevent this, a character can use the Withdraw action. A character who chooses to 
Withdraw moves to any point within close range which is not within Reach of an enemy, and cannot 
be the target of a Retaliate Reaction that turn.

If the character and his allies within Reach outnumber the enemies within Reach, then he may 
Withdraw as a Free Action instead of a Standard Action.

Reactions

Reactions do not occur during a character’s turn, but are special actions triggered by some event, 
such as an enemy attacking. A character may perform several Reactions during a round, but they 
come at an increasing cost – nobody can keep avoiding harm indefinitely. A character who is prone, 
or who is unable to move, cannot attempt a Reaction.

The first Reaction a character attempts during a round requires that he pay a single point of Heat 
(into or out of the pool, depending on whether the character is a player character or a non-player 
character). The second Reaction attempted costs two Heat. The third Reaction attempted costs three
Heat, and so forth, with each successive Reaction costing one more Heat than the previous one.

Covering Fire
A character can declare he is supporting another character with covering fire using a ranged weapon 
he is wielding. The character providing covering fire must be able to see either the character he is 
supporting or the enemy he is attempting to suppress.

The character providing covering fire expends a single Reload for his ranged weapon. Until the 
beginning of the supporting character’s next turn, any attacks made against the assisted character 
have their difficulty increased by one step. Multiple characters can provide covering fire to support a 
single character – the effects stack.

Defy
After being declared the target of a Scare attack, a character can perform a Defy Reaction. The Scare 
attack now becomes a Face to Face test, resisted by the defending character’s Discipline skill.

Dodge
After being declared the target of a Shoot or Melee attack, a character can perform a Dodge 
Reaction, as long as he is aware of the attacker and has the necessary room to avoid the attack. The 
attack now becomes a Face to Face test, resisted by the defending character’s Acrobatics skill.

Guard
A character within Reach of another character may aid in his defence. There are two ways to Guard 
another character:

 Guard against Shoot attack. When an ally within Reach is declared the target of a Shoot 
attack, the guarding character can declare he is providing defence for the original target. The 
guarding character attempts a Challenging D2 Acrobatics test as a Reaction. If the character 
passes this test, he becomes the attack’s new target.



 Guard against Melee attack. When an ally within Reach is declared the target of a Melee 
attack, the guarding character can declare he is providing defence for the original target. The 
guarding character attempts a Challenging D2 Close Combat test as a Reaction. If the 
character passes this test, he becomes the attack’s new target.

In either case, the guarding character may compare the Momentum from these tests to the 
attacker’s Momentum, turning the attack into a Face to Face test as if a Dodge or Parry Reaction 
(respectively) had been attempted.

Parry
After being declared the target of a Melee attack, a character can perform a Parry Reaction as long as
he has a suitable weapon equipped. The Melee attack now becomes a Face to Face test, resisted by 
the defending character’s Close Combat skill.

Retaliate
A character may use the Retaliate Reaction if an enemy moves out of Reach without using the 
Withdraw action, or if he is declared the target of a Melee attack. The retaliating character makes an 
immediate Melee attack against the triggering enemy. If a character uses this Reaction against an 
enemy’s Melee attack, then both attacks are resolved simultaneously, and Momentum cannot be 
spent by either character to avoid the attack.

Return Fire
After being declared the target of a Shoot attack, a character can perform a Return Fire Reaction, as 
long as he has a suitable weapon equipped. The character returning fire makes an immediate Shoot 
attack against the triggering enemy, though he cannot spend more than one Reload on this attack. 
Both attacks are resolved simultaneously, and Momentum cannot be spent by either character to 
avoid the attack.

Secure
After a network the character is connected to is declared the target of a Hack attack, the character 
can perform a Secure Reaction, as long as he has suitable hacking equipment. The Hack attack now 
becomes a Face to Face test, resisted by the defending character’s Hacking skill.

Combat Momentum

Momentum is a key tactical resource for Infinity. When a character generates Momentum in combat,
he has numerous options available to him which can help overcome his enemies, empower his allies, 
and bolster his own prowess.

The following table provides a number of options available to a character when he generates one or 
more Momentum in combat. With the GM’s permission, a player may also suggest new ways to 
spend Momentum, and the GM may establish scene-specific Momentum spends.

While many of these options seem focussed primarily upon boosting skill tests made to attack, some 
creativity allows many of them to be useful for all manner of combat skill tests, such as Reactions.

Momentum Spend Cost Effect
Bonus Damage 1+ A character can increase the physical, mental, or digital damage 

inflicted by a successful attack. Each Momentum spent adds +1 
damage.

Called Shot 2 The character can choose the hit location struck by a physical attack.
Change Stance 1 The character either goes prone or stands up.



Confidence 1+ The character gains 1 Morale Soak per Momentum spent (maximum
3) until the start of his next turn.

Defend 1 The character may designate a target within Reach (including 
himself). The next attack against that target before the start of his 
next turn increases in difficulty by one step.

Disarm 2-3 One weapon held by the target is knocked away and falls to the 
ground within Reach. This costs 2 Momentum if the target is holding
the weapon in one hand or 3 Momentum if the weapon is braced or
held in two hands.

Knockout 1-5 The target of the attack must make a Resistance test, with a 
difficulty equal to the Momentum spent, or be rendered 
unconscious.

Penetration 1+ The damage inflicted by the current attack ignores an amount of 
Soak equal to twice the Momentum spent.

Re-Roll Damage 1 The player may re-roll any number of damage dice from the current 
attack

Secondary Target 2 A second target within Reach of the primary target is also affected 
by the attack, and suffers half the attack’s damage, rounding down 
(to a random hit location, if physical)

Swift Action 2 The character gains an additional Standard Action, increasing the 
difficulty by one step on any skill test that action requires. This may 
only be done once per round.

Turn the Tide 2 The character gains the Turn the Tide technique, used for making 
Scare attacks.

Withdraw 1 The character leaves the Reach of an enemy, without triggering any 
Retaliate Reactions.

Stealth and Subtlety

While direct confrontation is one way to solve problems, it is far from the only way. Oftentimes, it is 
valuable to pass unseen, to evade and elude foes rather than to gun them down. Moreover, if it 
becomes necessary to use force, then better to use it from a position of strength against an unaware 
foe, than to risk pain and death in a ‘fair fight’.

Stealth is not a series of actions a character performs. Rather, it is an approach a character takes to 
the actions he performs. Should a player wish his character to be stealthy, he simply says so, no skill 
test required. How this takes effect, however, is a little more nuanced.

A stealthy character exists in one of three states – Hidden, Detected, and Found.

A hidden character is one who the enemy cannot currently see, hear, or otherwise perceive, and 
whose location is not currently known. Sometimes, a hidden character’s presence may not be known
either. A character cannot make attacks against a hidden opponent, or make Reactions against a 
hidden opponent’s actions.

A detected character is one who the enemy cannot currently see, but whose presence and 
approximate location are known. A character can make attacks against a detected opponent, but the 
difficulty of tests made to attack that opponent increase by two steps. Similarly, while a character 
may make Reactions against a detected opponent’s actions, the difficulty of any skill test required by 
that Reaction is increased by two steps.



A revealed character is visible to his enemies, and his precise location is known. Characters can 
attack, and react to, found opponents normally. Found is, in essence, a state where stealth has failed.

A character making an attack when he’s hidden or detected gains the benefits of an Exploit 
Weakness action on his attack.

Common Modifiers for Observation and Stealth Tests
When discussing stealth, it’s worth considering a number of the most common modifiers that apply 
to observation tests and stealth tests. As the two skills are often used as Face to Face tests against 
each other, effects that make Observation tests more difficult can end up making Stealth tests easier, 
and vice versa.

 Light and Darkness are the most common factors. Darkness, ranging from low light to total 
darkness, increases the difficulty of Observation tests by one, two, or three steps depending 
on how little light there is. By comparison, a brightly-lit location increases the difficulty of 
Stealth tests by one step.

 Distance. Distant sights and sounds are more difficult to notice. For each range category 
beyond Close, the difficulty of Observation tests increases by one.

 Ambient noise is another common factor. Background noise increases the difficulty of 
Observation tests by one or two steps, depending on how loud and frequent the sounds are.

 Weather and atmospheric conditions. Heavy rain or thick fog can increase the difficulty of all 
Observation tests by one step.

Taking Action Stealthily

After a player declares that his character is acting stealthily, the GM should choose his state, from the
three described above. Broadly, a character who can be clearly seen by his enemy will begin in the 
revealed state. A character who cannot be clearly seen by has taken overt action – attacking, for 
example – in his previous turn will be in the detected state. A character who has not taken overt 
action, and who cannot currently be seen or heard will be in the hidden state.

Once in one of these states, the character’s actions will determine his state at any given moment. 
Whenever a character takes an action, his choice of action will determine if it changes his state, and 
if a skill test – his, or his opponents – is required to cause or prevent that state change.

The following table provides guidance for these state changes. Actions listed as Silent do not affect a 
character’s state. Noisy actions can affect a character’s state, allowing the character’s opponents to 
make an Average D1 Observation test as a Reaction; if one of these tests is successful, the character’s
state changes from hidden to detected. If the character can see the result of a noisy action (such as 
seeing a character injured or killed by an attack), then he reduce the difficulty of the Observation test
by one step. The normal modifiers for Observation tests apply. Some actions may or may not be 
noisy, at the GM’s discretion.

Actions listed as Sneak require effort from the character to avoid making noise. This requires an 
Average D1 Stealth test; this can be modified by the nature of the terrain (traipsing through gravel 
makes more noise than sneaking across carpeted floors, for example). Opponents may attempt an 
Observation test as a Reaction to this, turning the tests into a Face to Face test.

Action Effect Action Effect
Free Actions Standard Actions (Continued)

Adjustment Sneak Exploit Weakness GM’s discretion
Drop Item Silent Pass Silent



Drop Prone Silent Ready Silent
Simple Task GM’s discretion Shake It Off Silent
Speak Noisy Skill Test GM’s discretion

Minor Actions Sprint Sneak
Clear Malfunction GM’s discretion Withdraw Sneak
Movement Sneak
Recover Silent Reactions
Stand Silent Covering Fire Noisy
Draw or Use Item GM’s discretion Defy Silent

Standard Actions Dodge Silent
Attack, Hack Silent Guard Noisy
Attack, Melee Noisy Parry Noisy
Attack, Scare Noisy Retaliate Noisy
Attack, Shoot Noisy Return Fire Noisy
Brace Silent Secure Silent
Taking action stealthily is focussed more upon taking actions that do not generate undue noise (and 
thus draw undue attention), than it is upon the Stealth skill.

Actions by themselves cannot change a character’s state from detected to revealed - noise only 
shows the presence of a character, and his rough location. However, a character who would become 
detected, who can be seen directly by an opponent – there are no obstacles or forms of concealment
between the two characters – becomes revealed instead.

Countering Stealth

Finding a stealthy opponent is not purely a passive affair. Characters can spend time and effort 
deliberately searching for their opponents.

Whenever a character enters a zone where he can see a hidden or detected opponent, that character
may attempt a Simple D0 Observation test (remember, distance and other conditions will change this
difficulty) in order to spot that character, changing that opponent’s state to revealed. This will be a 
Free Action (a Simple Task) if the test is Simple D0, or require a Standard Action if the test has a 
difficulty of one or higher. The opponent may attempt an Average D1 Stealth test as a Reaction to 
this, in order to avoid hide and retain his current state. If the Observation test has a difficulty of at 
least Average D1, taking this Reaction turns the tests into a Face to Face test.

A character attempting to hide gains one bonus Momentum if he is hidden behind light cover, or two 
bonus Momentum if he’s hidden behind heavy cover.



Infinity Beta Damage and Recovery
Damage and Recovery
The following section describes the three forms of damage that characters can inflict and suffer: 
physical damage, normally inflicted by weapons, mental damage, normally inflicted by fear, doubt, 
and panic, and digital damage, normally inflicted by intrusion software.

When a character is successfully hit by an attack during combat, the attack inflicts a certain amount 
of damage. Some environmental effects can also inflict damage, such as falling from a great height, 
being set on fire, or encountering something terrifying.

Damage is protected against by Soak, which reduces the damage inflicted. Each of the three types of 
damage has its own kind of Soak, described in the sections below, and each point of Soak reduces 
incoming damage of the relevant type by one. Any damage not absorbed by Soak reduces a 
particular form of damage capacity (Vigour, Resolve, or Firewall) and may inflict lasting penalties 
(named Injuries, Trauma, and Breaches) if there is enough damage inflicted.

Damage is resolved in fundamentally the same way regardless of the type of damage inflicted. Each 
weapon, technique, and type of intrusion software determines damage based on several factors:

 Damage Rating: Each source of damage has its own damage rating. This is a combination of 
two numbers – a fixed value (normally 1 or 2), and a number of [CD]. For example, a 
Multirifle has a damage rating of 1+[CD]5, so five [CD] are rolled, and their total is added to a
base of 1 damage.

 Bonus Damage: A character may inflict bonus damage if he has above-average attributes. A 
character with a high Brawn will inflict additional damage on Melee attacks. A character with
a high Awareness will inflict additional damage on Shoot attacks. A character with a high 
Personality will inflict additional damage on Scare attacks. A character with a high 
Intelligence will inflict additional damage on Hack attacks.

 Momentum: A player can spend Momentum when making an attack to add more damage to
that attack. Each Momentum spent adds +1 to the damage.

 Actions: The Exploit Weakness action adds +2d20 to the skill test and +[CD]2 to the damage 
of the attack that follows it.

 Resources: Ranged weapons can often spend Reloads. Each Reload spent adds +d20 to the 
skill test and +[CD]1 to the damage of the attack that follows it.

Bonus Damage

Characters with above-average attributes have the potential to inflict bonus damage with their 
attacks. The table below shows the amount of bonus damage a character inflicts with attacks, 
depending on the associated attribute. To speed things up during an action scene, a character should
roll any bonus damage dice along with the normal damage dice from the attack’s damage rating – 
the only difference is where they came from.

Attribute Bonus
8 or Less None
9 [CD]1
10 or 11 [CD]2
12 or 13 [CD]3



14 or 15 [CD]4
16 or More [CD]5
To determine the damage bonus for a given type of attack, compare the associated attribute for that 
type of attack to the table above.

Type of Attack Associated Attribute
Melee Brawn
Shoot Awareness
Scare Personality
Hack Intelligence

Physical Damage: Vigour, Injury, and Healing

Physical damage is the damage inflicted by weaponry, hazards such as falling and fire, and similar 
perils. This section covers the means by which a character can inflict or suffer physical damage, and 
how to recover from the damage inflicted.

A character’s capacity to withstand physical harm comes in two components – Vigour, and Injuries. 
Damage inflicted, after reductions for Soak, reduces a character’s Vigour. If a sufficiently large 
quantity of Vigour is lost from a single hit, then the character suffers an Injury as well.

Hit Locations

Each attack will strike an opponent in one or more hit locations. In most situations, only one hit 
location is determined per attack. To determine hit location, the attacker rolls 1d20 and looks up the 
result on the Hit Location Table. Some special talents or the use of Momentum can modify the roll or 
allow the player to choose the attacks hit location.

To speed things up during combat, a player should roll the d20 for hit location along with any 
damage dice being rolled for the attack.

D20 
Roll

Hit 
Location

1-2 Head
3-5 Right Arm
6-8 Left Arm
9-14 Torso
15-17 Right Leg
18-20 Left Leg

Armour

A character can wear armour to protect his body. Armour provides Soak to one or more hit locations.
Wearing more than one type of armour does not stack – each location receives the highest amount 
of Soak provided by all the armour that covers that location.

Cover

A character benefits from Cover when he is within Reach of a piece of the environment that hinders 
an enemy’s ability to see him, or which will block projectiles itself. Cover is considered Light or Heavy 
depending on its construction.



Cover is not uniform in its protection, and characters may leave themselves vulnerable in cover as 
they move, lean out to spot or attack foes, and so forth. When a target benefitting from cover is 
attacked, he rolls a number of [CD] determined by the type of cover he is using. These dice are 
referred to as cover dice. The total rolled on the cover dice is added to any Soak the character has 
due to armour, and this overall total is subtracted from an attack’s damage. Effects and abilities that 
reduce Soak must reduce this overall total, rather than only armour or only cover.

Light cover is generally flimsy and provides more concealment than protection. Wood, plexi-glass, 
and reinforced aluminium panelling would be examples of light cover, as would dense foliage. Light 
cover provides [CD]2 Soak.

Heavy cover is made of sturdier materials and/or conceals more of a character. Heavy crates, 
concrete pilings, cars, and the interior walls of buildings are examples of heavy cover. Heavy cover 
provides [CD]4 Soak.

Destroying Cover
If an attack inflicts sufficient damage against a target in cover, it will begin to degrade, and eventually
will offer no protection. When an attack inflicts ten or more damage above the cover’s Soak total 
(the amount rolled on the cover dice), the cover degrades, losing a single cover dice. If a piece of 
cover loses all of its cover dice, it is destroyed and no longer provides any protection.

Vigour

A character’s Vigour represents his stamina, grit, and ability to endure pain. Losing Vigour represents 
near-misses, grazes, cuts, scrapes, bruises, and otherwise inconsequential injuries, which are an 
annoyance but not a hindrance. As a character’s Vigour approaches zero, he becomes increasingly 
weary and unable to avoid the worst of attacks and hazards. A player character’s total Vigour is equal
to his Brawn plus his Resistance Expertise. NPCs have different amounts, though it is always based on
the NPC’s Brawn. 

When an attack inflicts damage, it is subtracted from a character’s Vigour. For each point of damage, 
cross off a single Vigour box. If a character loses five or more Vigour from a single attack, or he is 
reduced to zero Vigour, he suffers an Injury as well. If a character loses five or more Vigour in one go 
and he is reduced to zero Vigour by the same attack, then he suffers two Injuries – once from each 
condition. If a character takes damage when he is already at zero Vigour, he suffers an Injury.

Vigour is easy to recover. A character can catch his breath during a fight to recover Vigour, and 
normal rest is usually enough to refresh a character’s Vigour entirely. It’s likely that a character will 
have his full quantity of Vigour at the start of each new action scene. First aid and medkits are 
effective at restoring a larger quantity of a character’s lost Vigour.

Injuries

Injures are significantly worse than the loss of Vigour, and represent serious wounds the character 
has suffered, which impair his ability to keep fighting. A character can only suffer a limited number of
injuries, and each one imposes a significant hindrance.

A character suffering from one or more injuries increases the difficulty of tests based on Agility, 
Coordination, or Brawn. This increase in difficulty is equal to the number of Injuries suffered. If a 
character has suffered four Injuries, the character is unconscious, and is unable to take any actions or
response actions unless he spends an Infinity Point first. If a character suffers five or more Injuries, 



he is slain. NPCs, barring the most powerful, are incapacitated – either unconscious or dead at the 
GM’s choice – after suffering a single Injury.

Recovering from Injuries is difficult and time consuming, normally requiring skilled medical attention,
a long period of time, or both.

Alternative Injuries
Some attacks – often non-lethal attacks, or those involving poisons – do not inflict conventional 
injuries. These attacks still reduce a target’s Vigour as normal, but if they would inflict an injury, 
they’ll cause a different effect instead. These alternate effects don’t count towards a character’s 
normal maximum number of Injuries, but impair the character in a different way. A weapon’s profile 
will note whether or not it causes Alternative Injuries.

Healing Options

There are a number of ways a character can be injured. Thankfully, injured characters have several 
options available to recover from their wounds.

A character can only receive immediate healing from Shake It Off and First Aid once each in any given
scene. This only restores Vigour.

A character can only remove Injuries through natural healing (which may be assisted by a character 
trained in Medicine) or Surgery.

For this section, the character being healed is referred to as the patient.

Natural Healing
A character can heal over time, but it’s less effective than most other methods, particularly for 
Injuries.

To recover naturally, the character must pass a Resistance test. The difficulty of the test always 
defaults to Average D1, but as Resistance is a Brawn skill, any Injuries the character has will increase 
the difficulty.

13. Vigour recovers quickly and with few issues. A character may rest for an hour and attempt an
Average D1 Resistance test to recover lost Vigour. The character recovers half his Brawn in 
Vigour, plus two per Momentum spent. Resting for longer periods reduces the difficulty of 
this test, or grants bonus Momentum. Doubling the time spent resting (from one to two, 
from two to four, from four to eight, etc) reduces the difficulty by one (to a minimum of one) 
or grants one bonus Momentum, at the player’s discretion. Thus, an uninjured character 
resting for eight hours gains three bonus Momentum.

14. Injuries are more difficult to heal naturally. Recovering from Injuries naturally must be done 
one at a time. The character attempts an Average D1 Resistance test, and if the test is 
successful, the character removes a single Injury. This takes a day if the character is suffering 
from a single Injury, a week if the character is suffering from two Injuries or a month if the 
character is suffering from three or four injuries. The character may spend Momentum to 
heal additional injuries, requiring a number of Momentum equal to the difficulty of the test 
(after the increase imposed by the Injuries themselves) for each additional Injury recovered.

First Aid
First Aid uses the Medicine skill to help a character recover Vigour. First Aid can also be used to wake 
someone who has been knocked unconscious. First Aid cannot be used to heal Injuries, though it can 



stave off their effects for a short while. First Aid can be used to restore Vigour to a patient who is 
suffering from one or more Injuries, though this is more difficult. Under normal circumstances, First 
Aid can only be applied to a patient within Reach, though field Medkits can be used at a distance.

Providing First Aid to a patient who has only lost Vigour is an Average D1 Medicine test. First Aid on 
an injured patient increases in difficulty by one step for each Injury the patient is suffering from. A 
character may attempt to provide First Aid to himself, but the difficulty of the test is increased by one
step. First Aid requires the proper tools – a first aid kit, medkit, or similar – or the difficulty increases 
by one step.

If the character passes the Medicine test, the patient recovers Vigour equal to the character’s 
Medicine Expertise ranks, plus two additional Vigour for each Momentum spent. Alternatively, if the 
character passes the Medicine test, the patient does not suffer the effects of any Injuries he currently
has for the next hour, and an additional hour per Momentum spent.

Treat Injuries
Unlike Vigour, Injuries take considerable time and effort to heal. Two options exist to aid injured 
patients.

 Surgery: Once per day, a character may attempt a Medicine test to help a patient recover 
from any Injuries he currently has. The difficulty of this test is equal to the number of Injuries
the patient currently has. If this test passes, the character removes one Injury. The patient 
can remove one additional Injury for every two Momentum spent on this test. The time 
taken for this varies based on the difficulty of the test – it takes an hour to complete a D1 
test, three hours to complete a D2 test, six hours to complete a D3 test, twelve hours to 
complete a D4 test, and eighteen hours to complete a D5 test. The character can reduce the 
time taken by an hour per Momentum spent, to a minimum of one hour. 

 Long Term Care: A character can provide long-term care to a patient. The character assists 
the patient’s Resistance tests (for natural healing), allowing his care to contribute successes 
to the patient’s recovery.

Using Medicine assumes the character has full access to all the relevant tools – medical equipment, 
or a properly-equipped medical facility. Lacking these tools, the difficulty of any Medicine test 
attempted increases by one step. A character can attempt to perform a Medicine test on himself, but
the difficulty is increased by two steps (which increases the time taken, in the case of a Surgery 
attempt).

Mental Damage: Psychological Warfare, Resolve, and Trauma

Physical harm is not the only way to overcome an adversary. Often, the mind is as powerful, and as 
vulnerable, as the body, and the use of morale and psychology to win confrontations can be just as 
effective as a gun or a blade.

A character’s capacity to withstand psychological harm comes in two components – Resolve, and 
Trauma. Damage inflicted, after reductions for Soak, reduces a character’s Resolve. If a sufficiently 
large quantity of Resolve is lost from a single hit, then the character suffers Trauma as well.

Psychological Warfare

In game terms, psychological warfare works similarly to physical attacks: roll for damage, subtract the
target’s Soak, and resolve the damage. Indeed, the way characters suffer mental damage have 
numerous parallels to the way they suffer physical harm. What differs is that the tools for employing 



and defending against psychological warfare are ephemeral, derived from circumstances rather than 
equipment.

When a character succeeds at a Scare action, then he inflicts mental damage. The damage is 
determined by a Technique – the particular method of demoralising a foe which the character is 
using at that moment. Techniques are, essentially, the psychological counterpart to weapons.

As with physical attacks, characters can protect themselves from mental damage. A character gains 
Soak against mental attacks from Morale, which is the psychological counterpart to armour. A 
character’s Morale is, like Techniques, based on circumstances – a solid plan, a rousing speech, a few 
quiet words, or even a triumphant success can help a character withstand psychological warfare.

Resolve
A character’s Resolve represents his determination, confidence, emotional health, and ability to 
weather harrowing situations. Losing Resolve represents moments of doubt, uncertainty, and panic, 
quelled by the character’s discipline, so that they cause him no real problems. As a character’s 
Resolve approaches zero, he becomes increasingly doubtful and prone to panic. A player character’s 
total Resolve is equal to his Mental Strength plus his Willpower Expertise. NPCs have different 
amounts, though it is always based on the NPC’s Mental Strength. 

When a psych attack inflicts damage, it is subtracted from a character’s Resolve. For each point of 
mental damage, cross off a single Resolve box. If a character loses five or more Resolve from a single 
attack, or he is reduced to zero Resolve, he suffers Trauma as well. If a character loses five or more 
Resolve in one go and he is reduced to zero Resolve by the same attack, then he suffers two Traumas 
– once from each condition. If a character takes mental damage when he is already at zero Resolve, 
he suffers Trauma.

Resolve is easy to recover. A character can gather his wits during a fight to recover Resolve, and 
normal rest is usually enough to refresh a character’s Resolve entirely. It’s likely that a character will 
have his full quantity of Resolve at the start of each new scene.

Trauma
Trauma is significantly worse than the loss of Resolve, and represent serious psychological stress the 
character has suffered, which impair his ability to think clearly. A character can only suffer a limited 
amount of Trauma, and each instance imposes a significant hindrance.

A character suffering from one or more Trauma increases the difficulty of tests based on Awareness, 
Intelligence, Mental Strength, and Personality. This increase in difficulty is equal to the number of 
Traumas suffered. If a character has suffered four Traumas, the character is rendered catatonic, and 
is unable to take any actions or response actions unless he spends an Infinity Point first. If a character
suffers five or more Traumas, he falls unconscious, his mind unable to deal with the strain. NPCs, 
barring the most powerful, are incapacitated – cowering, or fleeing at the first opportunity – after 
suffering a single Trauma.

Recovering from Trauma is difficult and time consuming, normally requiring skilled professional help, 
a long period of time, or both.

Alternative Traumas
Some attacks – those designed to confuse or enrage – do not inflict conventional traumas. These 
attacks still reduce a target’s Resolve as normal, but if they would inflict Trauma, they’ll cause a 
different effect instead. These alternate effects don’t count towards a character’s normal maximum 



number of Traumas, but impair the character in a different way. A technique’s entry will note 
whether or not it causes Alternative Traumas.

Techniques
The range of possible ways to demoralise foes is considerable, but a number of example methods are
listed below:

Threaten
The most basic form of intimidation, a simple expression of threatening body language. The Threaten
technique inflicts 1+[CD]2 mental damage. It requires no particular circumstances to use, and can be 
used freely.

Enrage
Often, instead of intimidating a foe, infuriating them can be just as fruitful, as the enemy is tricked 
into acting rashly. Enrage inflicts 1+[CD]2 mental damage. It requires no particular circumstances to 
use, and can be used freely. Enrage causes an Alternative Trauma: on his next turn, the target must 
pay one Heat in order to take any actions during his turn other than moving toward the enraging 
character and attacking.

Held At Gunpoint/Knife to the Throat
A simple way of intimidating a foe, holding them at the business end of a weapon can prevent them 
taking action. This Technique inflicts 1+[CD]4 mental damage. Further, if one or more Effects are 
rolled, the target suffers the Staggered condition for one round per Effect. This Technique can only be
used against a target within Reach while the character is holding a weapon.

Suppressive Fire
A common form of intimidation in combat, suppressive fire can be used to hold enemies back. Unlike
most Techniques, Suppressive Fire uses the Ranged Weapons skill instead of the Persuade skill, and it
may use Reloads to boost the effect in the same way as a ranged attack. Similarly, it suffers the same 
penalties for range that a normal Shoot attack uses. Suppressive Fire inflicts mental damage equal to 
the weapon’s normal damage. Further, if one or more Effects are rolled, the target suffers the Dazed 
condition. However, the target may add any Cover Soak he currently benefits from to his Morale Soak
against this attack. This technique can only be used while wielding a firearm.

Voice of Authority
Commonly used by law enforcement officers and others in a position of authority to subdue unruly 
crowds and startle enemies. Unlike most Techniques, Voice of Authority uses the Command skill 
instead of the Persuade skill. Voice of Command inflicts 1+[CD]4 mental damage. Further, if one or 
more Effects are rolled, the target suffers the Staggered condition for one round per Effect. In 
addition, it may affect multiple targets – for each Momentum spent, select one additional target 
within Close range of the first. Additional targets may Defy this Technique separately, requiring a 
Challenging D2 Willpower test instead of the normal Face to Face test. This Technique can only be 
used against targets within Medium range, and it may only be used once during a scene (it loses its 
impact after that first attempt).

Turn the Tide
Great success can dissuade opponents from confronting you. After a successful skill test – of any 
kind, but preferably something active and obvious to onlookers (GM’s discretion), the character may 
spend two Momentum to gain an additional Standard Action and use this Technique immediately. 
Turn the Tide inflicts 1+[CD]3 mental damage. Turn the Tide may only be used against an enemy who 
saw the successful skill test, and it must be used in the same scene as that skill test.



Morale
The range of possible ways to defend against psychological warfare is numerous, but a number of 
example methods are listed below. Morale Soak from different sources does not stack – you receive 
only the largest benefit.

Rush of Confidence
The simplest form of Morale, the confidence boost that comes from success can be a valuable tool. 
After a successful skill test, a character can spend one or more Momentum to gain 1 Morale Soak per
Momentum spent until the start of his next turn. A maximum of three Momentum may be spent on 
Rush of Confidence.

Bolstering Words
The reassurance of an ally can be a wondrous thing, but it’s difficult to manage in a fight. A character 
may spend a Standard Action to make a Challenging D2 Persuade test to bolster and reassure an ally 
within Close range. This grants the ally 2 Morale Soak until the end of the current scene. Each 
Momentum spent allows him to increase the amount of Momentum Soak granted by one. A 
character may use the Command skill instead, which reduces the difficulty to Average D1, and allows 
one additional ally to benefit from the Morale Soak for each Momentum spent, in addition to the 
normal Momentum spend listed above.

Grit and Determination
A character may attempt to harden himself to the stresses of conflict. He may spend a Standard 
Action to make a Challenging D2 Willpower test to fortify himself against psychological warfare. This 
grants him 2 Morale Soak until the end of the current scene. Each Momentum spent increases this 
Morale Soak by +1, to a maximum of 4.

Recovery Options

There are a number of ways a character can become traumatised. Thankfully, traumatised characters 
have several options available to recover from the stress they’ve suffered.

A character can only receive immediate healing from Shake it Off or Reassurance once each in any 
given scene. This only restores Resolve.

A character can only remove Trauma through natural healing or the Treat Trauma use of the 
Psychotherapy advanced skill.

For this section, the character being healed is referred to as the patient.

Natural Healing
A character can heal over time, but it’s less effective than most other methods, particularly for 
Trauma.

To recover naturally, the character must pass a Willpower test. The difficulty of the test always 
defaults to Average D1, but as Willpower is a Mental Strength skill, any Injuries the character has will 
increase the difficulty.

15. Resolve recovers quickly and with few issues. A character may rest for an hour and attempt 
an Average D1 Willpower test to recover lost Resolve. The character recovers half his Mental 
Strength in Resolve, plus two per Momentum spent. Resting for longer periods reduces the 
difficulty of this test, or grants bonus Momentum. Doubling the time spent resting (from one
to two, from two to four, from four to eight, etc) reduces the difficulty by one (to a minimum 



of one) or grants one bonus Momentum, at the player’s discretion. Thus, an uninjured 
character resting for eight hours gains three bonus Momentum.

16. Trauma is more difficult to heal naturally. Recovering from Trauma naturally must be done 
one at a time. The character attempts an Average D1 Willpower test, and if the test is 
successful, the character removes a single Trauma. This takes a day if the character is 
suffering from a single Trauma, a week if the character is suffering from two Traumas or a 
month if the character is suffering from three or more Traumas. The character may spend 
Momentum to heal additional Traumas, requiring a number of Momentum equal to the 
difficulty of the test (after the increase imposed by the Traumas themselves) for each 
additional Trauma recovered.

Reassurance
Reassurance uses the Persuade skill to help a character recover Resolve. Reassurance cannot be used
to heal Traumas, though it can stave off their effects for a short while. Reassurance can be used to 
restore Resolve to a patient who is suffering from one or more Traumas.

Providing Reassurance to a patient who has only lost Resolve is an Average D1 Command or Persuade
test. Reassurance on a traumatised patient increases in difficulty by one step for each Trauma the 
patient is suffering from. Reassurance normally requires face-to-face communication – the character 
must be within Close range of, and be able to talk directly to, his patient.  It can be attempted over a 
radio or video link, but this increases the difficulty by one step.

If the character passes the skill test, the patient recovers Resolve equal to the character’s Persuade 
or Command Expertise ranks, plus two additional Resolve for each Momentum spent. Alternatively, if
the character passes the skill test, the patient does not suffer the effects of any Traumas he currently 
has for the next hour, and an additional hour per Momentum spent.

Psychotherapy
The advanced skill Psychotherapy is required to remove Traumas. Psychotherapy can be used in 
several ways to aid traumatised patients.

 Treat Trauma: Once per day, a character may attempt a Psychotherapy test to help a patient 
recover from any Traumas he currently has. The difficulty of this test is equal to the number 
of Traumas the patient currently has. If this test passes, the character removes one Trauma. 
The patient can remove one additional Trauma for every two Momentum spent on this test. 
The time taken for this varies based on the difficulty of the test – it takes an hour to 
complete a D1 test, three hours to complete a D2 test, six hours to complete a D3 test, 
twelve hours to complete a D4 test, and eighteen hours to complete a D5 test. The character 
can reduce the time taken by an hour per Momentum spent, to a minimum of one hour. 

 Long Term Care: A character can provide long-term care to a patient. The character assists 
the patient’s Willpower tests (for natural healing), allowing his care to contribute successes 
to the patient’s recovery.

Using Psychotherapy assumes the character is able to converse with and observe the patient directly.
Attempting these methods remotely, means that the difficulty of any Psychotherapy test attempted 
increases by one step. A character can attempt to perform a Psychotherapy test on himself, but the 
difficulty is increased by two steps (which increases the time taken, in the case of a Treat Trauma 
test).



Digital Damage: Infowar, Firewall, and Breaches

Inflicting harm – physical or mental – upon an adversary isn’t the only way to overcome them. With 
the sophistication of technology, the tools available to a tech-savvy character allow him to impair and
disable his foes without ever firing a shot or saying a word.

Information Warfare

Information warfare – commonly known as Infowar – works similarly to physical attacks: roll for 
damage, subtract the target’s Soak, and resolve the damage. Indeed, the way characters suffer info 
damage have numerous parallels to the way they suffer physical harm. What differs is that the tools 
for employing and defending against psychological warfare are software and computer equipment, 
rather than guns and blades.

If the Hack action is successful, then it inflicts damage. The damage inflicted is determined by 
Intrusion Software – the means by which one computerised system intrudes into another. Intrusion 
Software is, in many ways, the Infowar counterpart to weapons.

As with physical attacks, characters can protect themselves from hacking. A character gains Soak 
against hacking attacks from Security, which is the Infowar counterpart to armour. A character’s 
Security is, like Intrusion Software, a form of software within the character’s personal network. 
Characters can also gain Security Soak from BTS protection built into the armour he’s wearing or the 
vehicle he is within. These two forms of protection stack.

Characters are not the only things that can be targeted by Infowar; any computer network is a viable 
target, as described below.

A network’s capacity to resist hacking comes in two components – Firewall, and Breaches. Damage 
inflicted, after reductions for Soak, reduces a character’s Firewall. If a sufficiently large quantity of 
Firewall is lost from a single hit, then the character suffers a Breach as well.

Firewall
A character’s Firewall represents just that – the firewall and other anti-intrusion systems present on 
the character’s Personal Area Network. Losing Firewall represents a weakening of his network’s 
security, and the cumulative impact of many attempted intrusions over a period of time. As a 
character’s Firewall approaches 0, his network’s integrity begins to falter and the likelihood of a 
successful intrusion increases. A player character’s total Firewall is equal to his Intelligence plus his 
Hacking Expertise. NPCs have different amounts, though it is always based on the NPC’s Mental 
Strength. Other networks have values determined by the GM.

When a hacking attack inflicts damage, it is subtracted from a character’s Firewall. For each point of 
info damage, cross off a single Firewall box. If a character loses five or more Firewall from a single 
attack, or he is reduced to zero Firewall, he suffers a Breach as well. If a character loses five or more 
Firewall in one go and he is reduced to zero Firewall by the same attack, then he suffers two 
Breaches – once from each condition. If a character takes info damage when he is already at zero 
Firewall, he suffers a Breach.

Firewall is easy to recover. A character can refresh his defences during a fight to recover Firewall, and 
normal downtime is usually enough to refresh a character’s Firewall entirely. It’s likely that a 
character will have his full quantity of Firewall at the start of each new scene.



Breach
A Breach is significantly worse than the loss of Firewall, and represent serious intrusions into the 
character’s network, which impairs his ability to interface with computer-assisted devices. A 
character can only suffer a limited number of Breaches, and each Breach imposes a significant 
hindrance.

A character suffering from one or more Breaches is in trouble, as their networked systems are 
overloaded and unable to function efficiently.  This increases the difficulty of tests relating to the use 
of any systems by a number of steps equal to the number of Breaches suffered. If a character has 
suffered four Breaches, the character’s network is compromised, and he cannot take any actions or 
reactions that rely on his network’s systems unless he spends an Infinity Point first. If a character 
suffers five or more Breaches, his network is crashed.  A crash will shut down the network making it 
unable to function at all, requiring considerable time and effort to bring it on-line again. NPCs, 
barring the most powerful, have their networks crashed after suffering a single Breach.

Breach Effects
The effects of Hacking described above represent the crudest, most unsubtle, brute force method of 
entering a system – the digital counterpart of a wrecking ball. As skilled hackers know, this is not 
necessarily the most effective way of hacking, nor is it the most useful.

Most systems – individual elements and items within a network – have specific Breach Effects, which 
an attacker can choose to trigger when they cause a breach. These effects don’t count towards the 
increase in difficulty normally imposed by a Breach, nor do they count towards the total number of 
Breaches affecting a network. Possible Breach Effects include shutting down an individual system 
(such as disabling the engine of a car), taking control of a system (remote controlling a TAG, or 
looking through a security camera)), or causing feedback effects (such as causing a rival hacker 
physical harm with his own Hacking Device).  If the network is repaired or crashed, access to these 
effects is lost. The most common Breach Effects are listed below:

 Shutdown means that the system can simply be commanded to power down and cease 
functioning. This is the most straightforward and simple of Breach Effects, but it’s also one 
that is relatively easy to undo – the owner simply turns the system back on using the Clear 
Malfunction action.

 Possess means that the system can be usurped by the hacker, allowing him to operate it as if 
it were his own. This is normally the case with systems such as cameras and radios, but some
more complex devices can be possessed as well, such as TAGs.

 Blast means that the user of the system suffers feedback. Only a few devices have the 
connections and sensitivity needed to suffer this Breach Effect. The system’s user is 
immediately hit and suffers 1+[CD]5 physical damage, ignoring all Soak.

Repair Options

There are a number of ways a character’s network can be breached. Thankfully, characters have 
several options available to repair the networks they use from the Breaches they’ve suffered.

Refresh
Refresh uses the Tech skill to restore lost Firewall to a network. Refresh cannot be used to repair 
Breaches, though it can stave off their effects for a short while. Refresh can be used to restore 
Firewall to a network which is suffering from one or more Breaches.



Refreshing a network that has only lost Firewall is an Average D1 Hacking test, which takes a 
Standard Action. Refresh on a breached network increases in difficulty by one step for each Breach 
the network is suffering from.

Refresh requires that the character be able to establish a connection to the target network. If that 
network is his own personal one, this is a simple matter, but if the character is attempting to Refresh 
another network, he must be within Close range of a physical part of that network.

If the character passes the Tech test, the network recovers Firewall equal to the character’s Tech 
Expertise ranks, plus two additional Firewall for each Momentum spent. Alternatively, if the 
character passes the Hacking test, the network does not suffer the effects of any Breaches it 
currently has for the next hour, and an additional hour per Momentum spent.

Repair
The Hacking skill can also be used to repair Breaches, though this takes significantly longer. Once per 
day, a character may attempt a Hacking test to repair a Breach the network currently has. The 
difficulty of this test is equal to the number of Breaches the network currently has. If this test passes,
the character removes one Breach. The patient can remove one additional Breach for every two 
Momentum spent on this test. The time taken for this varies based on the difficulty of the test – it 
takes an hour to complete a D1 test, three hours to complete a D2 test, six hours to complete a D3 
test, twelve hours to complete a D4 test, and eighteen hours to complete a D5 test. The character 
can reduce the time taken by an hour per Momentum spent, to a minimum of one hour. 

As with Refresh, Repair requires that the character be able to establish a connection to the target 
network. If that network is his own personal one, this is a simple matter, but if the character is 
attempting to Repair breaches another network, he must be within Close range of part of that 
network, or increase the difficulty of his Hacking test by one step for each range category beyond 
Close.

Non-Personal Networks

While the majority of computer-aided personal equipment connects to a character’s personal 
network, some particularly large objects, and many locations, have their own networks. These can be
targeted in the same way as a character’s network, though their Firewall is determined by the GM 
rather than by any character’s Attributes, based on how secure that network should be.

Vehicles are one of the most common forms of independent network, connecting the various 
computer-controlled systems that make up the vehicle (for a car, the engine, brakes, steering, 
navigation, radio, access control, lights, climate control, and more besides) into a single united 
whole. A Breach may interfere with those individual systems, or with the network’s overall function, 
hindering the car’s performance.

These networks will be rated like NPCs – Troopers, Elites, and Nemeses. Trooper and Elite systems 
are shut down after a single Breach, while Nemesis systems can withstand multiple Breaches in the 
same way as a player character’s personal network.

A character may connect his personal network to a non-personal network he has access to, such as a 
car he owns, or a building he has a password to. In essence, the character adopts all systems in the 
connected network into his personal network for all purposes – attacks against that network are 
regarded as attacks against his network. The ‘adopted’ network uses the character’s Firewall and 
Security Soak instead of its own (multiple overlapping firewalls and forms of security cause 



problems), and he may defend it against attacks and repair the damage it suffers exactly as if it were 
his own network. The character must remain within Close range of a physical part of that network – 
somewhere he can send and receive signals – to maintain this connection.

Conditions

There are a number of detrimental conditions that can afflict a character during action scenes. The 
most common of these are described below.

 Blind: The character’s vision has been severely damaged. Upon being blinded, a character 
suffers [CD]3 resolve, and any skill test reliant on vision (normally Observation, Ranged 
Weapons, Pilot, and so forth) increases in difficulty by two steps.

 Burning X: The target is set alight. This condition lasts for a number of rounds equal to the 
number of Effects rolled on the attack that inflicted it. If no [CD] were rolled, the cause of the
burning effect will list a duration. At the end of the target’s turn, it suffers [CD]X physical and 
mental damage (roll once and apply it to both), ignoring armour Soak. Any physical damage 
caused by Burning X has the Incendiary weapon quality, and Effects rolled increase the 
number of rounds that the character remains aflame. A character may attempt a Recover 
Minor Action to remove this effect, while a prone character can spend his Standard Action 
rolling around, extinguishing the flames, reducing the difficulty by one step. If the character 
is hit by another Burning attack or effect while already ablaze, the existing status is extended 
by a number of rounds equal to the number of Effects rolled.

 Dazed: All skill tests performed by a Dazed character increase in difficulty by one step.
 Staggered: A Staggered character can only perform a Standard Action on his turn if he is 

willing to pay one Heat. A Staggered character cannot perform a Reaction unless he spends 
one Infinity point in addition to its normal Heat cost.



Infinity Beta Infinity Points
Infinity Points
Player characters have access to a special type of resource called Infinity points. This reflects the fact 
that the player characters are have drive, ambition, and determination above and beyond most 
people, and can succeed where others might fail. Whether or not they are viewed as heroes, the 
player characters are destined for greatness. Infinity point are used to boost a player character’s 
activities in several ways.

A player character begins each session with three Infinity points, and he cannot have more than five 
Infinity points at any point.

As character’s pool of available Infinity points refreshes at the beginning of each session, players are 
encouraged to spend Infinity points to influence the story and perform heroic actions. Since players 
should be rewarded with additional Infinity points during play, they are encouraged to use this 
resource often enough that they can benefit from bonus points awarded by the GM.

Infinity points may be awarded by the GM during a session to reward players for good roleplaying, 
clever plans, successfully overcoming difficult challenges, or using teamwork. Players may have other
opportunities to gain Infinity points by achieving certain goals within an encounter, reaching a 
milestone in the story, or choosing to be the one to suffer the consequences of some dire event. As a
general guideline, there should be two to three opportunities for players to gain Infinity points per 
hour of play.

Here are just a few of the ways Infinity Points can be spent during play:

 Add a d20 to a Skill Test. A player can add an extra d20 to any skill test for one Infinity point. 
The extra die is assumed to have already rolled a ‘1’, and automatically generates successes 
as if it were rolled as part of the skill test.

 Perform an Additional Standard Action. During combat, a player can usually only perform 
one Standard Action on his turn. By spending an Infinity point, he can perform a second 
Standard Action, with no penalty. He may only gain one extra Standard Action from spending
Infinity points.

 Second Wind. A character can catch his breath and recover all lost Vigour, Resolve, or 
Firewall (choose one) by spending an Infinity point.

 Overcome a Weakness. A character may spend an Infinity point to ignore the effects of his 
Injuries, Trauma, or Breaches (choose one) until the end of the current scene.

Influence the Story. A player may spend an Infinity point to introduce a fact, or add a detail, to the 
current scene. Story declarations can have both narrative and mechanical effects. Story declarations 
should be plausible, and the GM has the final say over whether or not a suggested fact or detail is 
valid. The GM may also declare that particularly large or significant declarations may require more 
than one Infinity point.



Infinity Beta Heat
GM Guidance: The Heat Economy
The GM’s biggest tool – beyond his imagination – is the Heat economy. During each adventure, the 
Heat pool will grow and shrink as the player characters take action and the GM responds (and vice 
versa). Heat is an abstract measure of potential threats and dangers – the larger the Heat pool, the 
greater the likelihood that something will endanger or imperil the player characters. Spending Heat 
turns that potential danger into actual problems.

For the most part, Heat will grow because players take action; players will pay for additional dice to 
bolster their chances of success, and to take Reactions that improve their ability to survive. Heat will 
shrink when the GM does those things with NPCs, or activates powerful weapons and abilities on 
some foes. In this way, the amount of ‘pressure’ the player characters apply to a situation provides 
NPCs with the means to push back commensurately, ensuring that situations remain challenging, and
adjust themselves to the players’ choices.

Beyond serving as a mirror of the player characters’ abilities, the GM can use Heat to trigger sudden 
changes in the environment, bring in reinforcements on the fly, or exacerbate Complications and 
other problematic circumstances.

NPCs can use Heat in the same way player characters can, though in reverse. That is, an NPC can buy 
extra d20s for a skill test, or take Reactions, by paying Heat from the pool, rather than adding points 
to it. Similarly, just as PCs can add points to Heat when they suffer Complications, an NPC suffering a 
Complication can cause the Heat pool to shrink.  The exception to all of this is Voluntary Failure – 
NPCs can’t gain Infinity points, so there’s no point in them using the Voluntary Failure rule.

Beyond that, player characters have access to a number of resources – Infinity points, Reloads, and 
various types of disposable equipment – which would be needlessly fiddly for the GM to track for 
each and every NPC, many of which may only appear for a single turn in a single scene. Those 
resources are abstracted into the Heat pool for NPCs, so NPCs spend Heat to use Reloads, powerful 
NPCs use Heat to replicate Infinity points, and so forth.

Gaining Heat

A variety of game events allows the GM to add more points to the Heat pool. For example, certain 
strange or dangerous environments might naturally generate a point or two of Heat, representing 
the innate peril of the location. Alternatively, certain foes may bring with them a few points of Heat, 
representing the threat that foe represents. As noted above, however, the player characters are the 
main source of Heat points, and they may increase Heat during the course of their adventures. Here 
are a few examples of how the Heat pool might grow:

 Complication. When a character suffers one or more Complications on a skill test, he or the 
GM may choose not to suffer an immediate Complication, in exchange for adding two to the 
Heat pool.

 Improve the Odds. Each d20 that the player character buys before a skill test adds one point 
to Heat. A player character may purchase no more than three d20s for any given skill test.

 Reactions. A player character attempting a Reaction adds Heat to the pool. It requires one 
point for the first Reaction attempted during a round, two for the second, three for the third,
and so forth.



 Voluntary Failure. If a player character chooses to fail a task voluntarily – and the GM agrees 
to it – he pays the GM one Heat, and gains one Chronicle point.

 Threatening Circumstances. The environment or circumstances of a new scene may be 
threatening enough to warrant adding one or two Heat to the pool automatically. Similarly, 
some NPCs – this will be listed in their rules – may generate Heat just for turning up, or when
taking certain actions.

 NPC Momentum. NPCs with unspent Momentum cannot save it for later – NPCs don’t have a
group Momentum pool. Instead, an NPC can add one Heat to the pool for each Momentum 
spent.

Spending Heat

The GM has the opportunity to spend the points in the Heat pool for a variety of effects. The 
following are a few examples of ways that the GM may spend Heat.

17. NPC Complications. When an NPC suffers one or more Complications on a skill test, the GM 
may choose to remove two Heat from the pool instead of causing that NPC to suffer an 
immediate Complication.

18. NPC Improve the Odds. Each d20 that an NPC buys before a sill test removes one point from 
Heat. An NPC may purchase no more than three d20s for any given skill test.

19. NPC Reactions. An NPC attempting a Reaction removes Heat from the pool. As with PCs, it 
requires one point for the first Reaction, two for the second, and so forth.

20. NPC Resources. Reloads, coagulant, parts, and other expendable resources used to boost the
effect of a skill test are not tracked individually for NPCs. Instead, an NPC can be granted the 
benefit of a single unit of a resource by paying one Heat. For example, an NPC could pay two 
Heat to gain two Reloads when making a ranged attack.

21. Activating Special Abilities. Some particularly powerful or experienced NPCs may have 
access to potent abilities or equipment. These abilities may require the GM to spend one or 
more Heat to activate them. These will be noted in individual NPC descriptions.

22. Seize the Initiative. Under normal circumstances, during an action scene, all the player 
characters will act first, followed by all of the NPCs. Before a player character acts, the GM 
may spend Heat to interrupt the action order and allow one of the NPCs to act. Interrupting 
the action order costs one Heat for each NPC the GM wishes to act out of turn.

23. Summoning Reinforcements. Sometimes the player characters dominate an encounter or 
clear through a combat in record time. Other times, the GM may wish to slowly increase the 
tension or add some extra complexity to a key scene. One way to do this is by summoning 
reinforcements using Heat. Reinforcements arrive at the end of the current round, they must
arrive in a logical way, and they cannot act in the round they arrive. A Trooper NPC costs one 
Heat to summon, while Elite NPCs cost two Heat.

24. Triggering an Environmental Effect. Dramatic scenes often play out in exciting environments 
– a firefight in a crumbling tenement, a chase through a busy marketplace, a chasm over a 
river of lava, etc. When describing encounters, the GM is encouraged to provide details to 
the players to help them visualise the scene, and sometimes it can be interesting to bring the
environment alive through the use of Heat. Triggering an environment effect comes in two 
levels of magnitude. Minor effects – costing one Heat – are typically things like flickering 
lights, crumbling walls, thick smoke, which add to the difficulty of skill tests, or force tests 
where one was not previously required. Major effects – costing two or more Heat – may 
pose significant impediments to the characters, or even cause them harm (physical, mental, 
or digital) or short-lived conditions.



Infinity Beta Weapons and Equipment 
Weapons and Equipment
Infinity includes a wide range of sophisticated equipment, ranging from weapons and armour, to less
overt tools such as hacking devices and medkits.

A few sample pieces of equipment are provided in this section.

Computerised Systems

Some equipment contains, or integrates with, networks in order to function properly. 
Communications devices are a common example of this, but many people across the Human Sphere 
carry around whole suites of personal electronics that network together to provide an integrated 
whole, which in turn touches other networks to provide a seamless digital backdrop to life.

All of the computer-controlled items of equipment a character is using are connected to his personal 
network, and exist on his network as systems which can be affected by Hacking. Turning off a device 
removes it from the network, but also prevents the character from using that item.

Items may be connected to other networks other than characters’ personal networks – for example, 
a collection of security cameras will be part of a building’s network, or even a city’s network. These 
function in the same way, but for the fact that they are independent of any individual character.

Expert Systems

Computer-assisted technology is commonplace across the Human Sphere, with even simple devices 
often containing microprocessors and advanced software that makes using the device simpler and 
more straightforward. These often allow complex information to be analysed and interpreted far 
more quickly than a human mind could, and allowing the user to make decisions with better 
information.

An Expert System isn’t a true AI, but rather a series of sophisticated subroutines and protocols that 
mimic the advantages of a skilled user. Each Expert System lists a single skill it is programmed to 
assist; this is normally the same skill required to use the item the Expert system is built to, so a rifle’s 
Expert System is programmed with the Ranged Weapons skill. When attempting a skill test using the 
Expert System’s skill, while using the device which contains the Expert System, the character gains 
one or more Bonus Momentum on that test. Each Expert System is rated from one to three, and the 
rating is the quantity of Bonus Momentum granted.

An item with an Expert System operates with more precision than items without such computerised 
systems, but these advantages can only really come when connected to a network. This means that 
an item with an Expert System is considered to be a system on the character’s personal network 
when used, and it is thus vulnerable to hacking. Expert Systems can suffer from the Shutdown 
Breach Effect. If an item is – or can be – fitted with an Expert System, it will be noted in the item’s 
rules.

Weapons

All weapons in Infinity are described in the same way, using a number of common categories and 
statistics to determine their overall effect and use. These are as follows:



Range

Ranged weapons have an effective range category of Close, Medium, or Long. Any Ranged Weapons 
test made to attack a target outside of this range (closer or further away) increases in difficulty by 
one step for each category difference. For example, using a weapon with a Range of Medium to hit a 
target at Close range is one step more difficult, while trying to hit a target at Extreme range is two 
steps more difficult.

Damage

The weapon’s normal damage, before any modifiers for a character’s damage bonus, any actions 
taken, or Momentum spent. The base damage is expressed as a flat value, plus two or more [CD].

Ammunition and Burst

Like many things in Infinity, ammunition and firing modes for firearms are abstracted to reduce 
book-keeping and reinforce action-packed gameplay.

Rather than tracking individual shots fired, the game assumes that characters are sufficiently well-
equipped and careful with their ammunition that they don’t run out under normal circumstances. 
However, some circumstances exist where characters may not wish to be so conservative with their 
ammunition. In those situations, a character can ‘let rip’ and spend one or more Reloads.

There is no set in-universe definition of a Reload. A single Reload might be a magazine of two for a 
pistol or rifle, a belt of ammunition for a heavy machine gun, a bandolier of shotguns shells, or 
something else besides. This description has no particular game effect – a Reload is an abstract 
quantity of ammunition intended to produce a particular effect.

A weapon does not use any Reloads through the normal use of a ranged weapon, and a weapon can 
continue firing without any Reloads spare (though this could be stopped with a Complication, noting 
the weapon as ‘completely out of ammo’). Reloads are expended in one of two ways:

 Attrition: If a character rolls one or more Complications, the GM may choose to remove a 
Reload from the character’s weapon as a Complication.

 Usage: Most ranged weapons can choose to ‘let rip’ and expend one or more Reloads in a 
single attack, or for some other use (such as the Covering Fire Reaction).

Weapons have a Burst value, which determines the maximum number of Reloads a character may 
use on any given attack. A character may use a maximum of one Reload on a Return Fire Reaction. 
Each Reload spent on a single attack adds +d20 to the Ranged Weapons test and +[CD]1 to the 
weapon’s damage.

Size

This value defines weapons by one of a number of sizes, which determine how they are wielded.

25. One Handed weapons (1H) can be used in one or two hands without penalty.
26. Two Handed weapons (2H) can be used in two hands without penalty. They may be used in 

one hand, but the difficulty of any skill tests to attack with the weapon increase by two steps.
27. Unbalanced weapons (Unb) are heavy, and difficult to wield one-handed for any but the 

largest and strongest of people. If the character has a Brawn of 9 or higher, the weapon is 
considered One Handed. If the wielder has a strength of 8 or less, the weapon is considered 
to be Two Handed.



28. Unwieldy weapons (Unw) are bulky and cumbersome, and cannot easily be used on the 
move. An attack with an Unwieldy weapon increases the difficulty of the skill test by two 
steps, and the Complication is increased by one. These penalties are removed if the 
character takes the Brace action. Unwieldy weapons cannot be wielded in one hand.

29. Mounted weapons (M) are designed to fit onto static emplacements, TAGs, vehicles, and 
other sturdy mounts. A Mounted weapon suffers no penalties for the way it is wielded, but it
cannot be wielded away from a proper mount.

Weapon Qualities

Many weapons have one or more special qualities that influences how they work, how they’re used, 
or how they inflict damage. These qualities are listed below.

In all cases, where weapon qualities have a rating (denoted by an X), this stacks with any ratings of 
the same time gained from other circumstances. For example, a weapon that has Vicious 1, which 
gains Vicious 2 from using the Unforgiving quality, would count as having Vicious 3.

Armour Piercing X
A weapon with the Armour Piercing quality ignores X points of Soak for each Effect rolled on its 
damage roll, where X is the rating of this quality. For example, an Armour Piercing 2 weapon which 
rolls two Effects would ignore four points of Soak.

Backlash X
Weapons with the Backlash quality are dangerous for the user as well as the enemy. A weapon with 
this quality inflicts X damage to the wielder for each Effect rolled. The damage is inflicted to the arm 
holding the weapon, and ignores Cover Soak.

Blast (Reach, Close, Med)
The weapon’s attack is spread over a wide area, and it can affect several enemies at once. For each 
Momentum spent when attacking with the weapon, the attack strikes an additional target within the 
blast’s range, starting with the one nearest to the initial target. Additional characters hit by the blast 
may make their own Reactions to the attack, but Dodge Reactions are made against a fixed difficulty 
of Challenging D2, as skill test to attack has already been made. All Blast weapons have the Spread 1 
quality as standard. Damage should be rolled once for all targets hit.

Generally speaking, the attacker and his allies are not at risk from the blast of his own weapons, but 
accidents do happen. As a Complication, the GM may declare that a character using a Blast weapon 
has hit himself or an ally if they are within the blast’s range.

Close Quarters
This ranged weapon may be used against targets within Reach without penalty.

Electromagnetic
Electromagnetic or E/M weapons generate an electromagnetic pulse that scrambles electronics, 
overwhelming computer systems. E/M weapons inflict [CD] digital damage to the target for each 
Effect rolled. Should this damage cause a Breach, it cannot cause a Breach Effect – the pulse is 
indiscriminate and destructive, and cannot be used for the subtle forms of Infowar.

Expert X
The weapon has an Expert System, for the Ranged Weapons skill, granting X Bonus Momentum, 
where X is the rating of this quality.



Hidden X
The weapon is easy to conceal, or designed to be disguised as something else. When the weapon is 
hidden, any search of the character requires an Observation test, with a difficulty equal to the 
quality’s rating, to locate the hidden weapon. You may spend Momentum on an attack roll in order 
to stow the weapon away immediately after the attack, hiding it. This cost two Momentum for 
weapons with Hidden 1 and Hidden 2, and one Momentum for any weapon with Hidden 3 or higher.

Incendiary X
The target is set alight and gains the Burning condition for a number of rounds equal to the number 
of Effects rolled. As per Burning, at the end of each of the target’s turns, it suffers [CD]X physical 
damage to a random hit location, and the same amount of mental damage (roll once for both). 
Damage inflicted by Burning ignores Soak (both physical and mental). Any Effects rolled on this 
damage increase the number of rounds that the character is aflame.

Knockdown
If one or more Effects are rolled on a damage roll, the target is knocked prone unless it can pass an 
Athletics test with a difficulty equal to the number of Effects rolled.

MULTI (Light, Medium, Heavy)
MULTI weapons are designed to utilise multiple forms of ammunition, switching seamlessly between 
different types of rounds as required by the situation. Each Multi weapon has two modes: a primary, 
and a secondary.

 MULTI (Light) weapons fire AP or Shock ammo in their primary mode, and DA ammo in their 
secondary mode. The secondary mode has a Burst of 1, regardless of the weapon’s normal 
Burst.

 MULTI (Medium) weapons fire AP ammo in their primary mode, and DA ammo in their 
secondary mode.

 MULTI (Heavy) weapons fire AP or Shock ammo in their primary mode, and EXP ammo in 
their secondary mode. The secondary mode has a Burst of 1, regardless of the weapon’s 
normal Burst.

Munition
Weapons this quality are Munition weapons, which use large, heavy ammunition rather than 
conventional projectiles. Rocket launchers, grenades, and flamethrowers are examples of Munition 
weapons. A Munition weapon expends a single Reload whenever it is fired, which provides no 
benefits but which counts towards the normal limitations on the number of Reloads spent. 
Munitions weapons cannot use conventional forms of ammunition; rather, they use their own forms 
of specialist ammunition.

Nonlethal
The weapon is not designed to inflict harm directly. When rolling damage dice from this weapon, 
disregard the damage inflicted and count only the number of Effects rolled. The weapon always 
counts as generating one Effect, in addition to those rolled.

Parry X
The weapon is exceptionally good at turning aside incoming attacks. When a character wielding a 
Parry X weapon attempts a Parry Reaction, he gains one Bonus Momentum on the Face to Face roll. 
A character wielding two Parry X weapons adds their ratings together.



Reach
A character with a Reach weapon can take the Withdraw action as a Free Action if no enemy 
combatants have a Reach weapon of their own. Melee attacks made against a character with a Reach
weapon increase in difficulty by one step.

Salvo (Quality)
Some weapons are particularly effective when larger quantities of ammunition are unleashed. This 
quality will note another weapon quality that the weapon gains when one or more Reloads is spent 
to improve an attack. Reloads spent because the weapon has the Munition quality do not count 
towards this.

Shock
These weapons are designed to inflict massive hydrostatic shock on the target, incapacitating or 
killing foes far more swiftly. A Shock weapon reduces the amount of damage needed to inflict an 
Injury to three.

Spread X
A weapon with this quality affects a larger area. For each Effect generated, roll X additional hit 
locations, where X is the rating of the quality. These additional hit locations suffer half of the attack’s 
damage

Stun
A weapon with the Stun quality inflicts the Staggered condition on the target if one or more Effects 
are rolled. This condition lasts for one round for each Effect rolled.

Subtle X
The weapon is particularly quiet and draws little attention. Any Observation test to hear an attack 
with this weapon increases in difficulty by a number of steps equal to the weapon’s rating.

Torrent
The weapon fires a stream of flame, deadly liquid, gas, or some other substance that can be swept 
back and forth across an area to affect a group and overcome cover. Torrent weapons cannot affect 
targets beyond Medium range, and they ignore all Soak gained from Cover. A Torrent weapon is 
otherwise treated as a Blast (Close) weapon.

Toxic X
The weapon’s attacks are not merely damaging, but leave a potent toxin present, which ravages the 
target’s body. If one or more Effects are rolled, the target must attempt a Resistance test at the start 
of each of his turns, with a difficulty equal to the number of Effects rolled. If this test is failed, the 
target immediately suffers 1+[CD]X damage to the location struck by the Toxic attack. This damage 
ignores Soak provided by Armour and Cover. Three successful Resistance tests will end the effect.

Unforgiving X
Unforgiving weapons are either exceptionally precise or capable of inflicting much greater harm on a 
direct hit. If the weapon’s wielder takes the Exploit Weakness action, the weapon gains the Armour 
Piercing X and Vicious X qualities on the attack.

Unsubtle
This weapon is particularly overt, drawing undue attention with each attack. For each Effect rolled, 
the weapon adds one Heat to the pool. Further, any Observation test made to detect an attack with 
an Unsubtle weapon reduces in difficulty by one step



Vicious X
A weapon with the Vicious quality deals X additional damage for each Effect generated, where X is 
the rating of this quality.

Ranged Weapons

Ammunition
The following forms of ammunition are common to most firearms used in the Human Sphere. The 
effects of a given form of ammunition are not listed in the weapon’s profile.

Normal (N)
Normal ammunition is standard dense metal bullets, and confers no special effects.

Armour Piercing (AP)
AP projectiles employ one of a variety of technologies to overcome physical protection. Armour 
Piercing ammunition adds Armour Piercing 2 to the weapon.

Double Action (DA)
Double Action rounds are lightweight rounds designed to maximise stopping power, without 
reducing compatibility with standard firearms. Double Action ammunition adds Vicious 2 to the 
weapon.

Explosive (EXP)
Explosive rounds are designed to detonate on impact, creating a small but potent blast. Explosive 
ammunition adds Spread 1, Unsubtle, and Vicious 1 to the weapon.  

Fire
Fire ammunition is loaded with potent accelerants and fast-burning fuels to ignite targets. Fire 
ammunition adds Incendiary 3 to the weapon.

Shock
Shock ammunition creates powerful hydrostatic shock in the target, maximising internal damage. 
Stock ammunition adds the Shock quality to the weapon

Firearms
No weapons listed below assume the use of any special ammunition.

Name Rang
e Damage Burst Size Qualities

Anti-Materiel Rifle L 2+[CD]7 1 Un
w Unforgiving 3, Unsubtle

Assault Rifle M 1+[CD]5 2 2H –
Combi Rifle M 1+[CD]5 2 2H Expert 1
MULTI Rifle M 1+[CD]5 2 2H Expert 1, MULTI (Light)

Flamethrower, Heavy C 2+[CD]4 2 2H Incendiary 4, Munition,
Torrent

Flamethrower, Light C 1+[CD]4 2 2H Incendiary 3, Munition,
Torrent

Grenade Launcher M As
Grenade

1 2H As Grenade

Grenade, E/M C [CD]4 1 1H Blast (Close), Electromagnetic,
Munition, Nonlethal

Grenade, Fragmentation C 2+[CD]4 1 1H Blast (Close), Munition,



Unsubtle

Heavy Machine Gun L 2+[CD]5 3 Un
w Spread 1, Unsubtle

Heavy Machine Gun, 
MULTI L 2+[CD]5 3 Un

w
MULTI (Heavy), Spread 1,

Unsubtle
Machine Pistol C 1+[CD]3 2 Unb Close Quarters, Spread 1
Pistol, Heavy C 1+[CD]4 1 Unb Close Quarters, Knockdown

Pistol, Light C 1+[CD]3 1 1H Close Quarters, Hidden 1,
Subtle 1

Shotgun C 1+[CD]5 1 2H Knockdown, Spread 1,
Unsubtle

Shotgun, Light C 1+[CD]4 1 Unb Knockdown, Spread 1,
Unsubtle

Shotgun, Auto C 1+[CD]5 2 2H Knockdown, Spread 1,
Unsubtle

Sniper Rifle L 2+[CD]5 1 2H Unforgiving 2
Sniper Rifle, MULTI L 2+[CD]5 1 2H Multi (Light), Unforgiving 2

Spitfire M 1+[CD]5 3 2H Salvo (Vicious 1), Spread 2,
Unsubtle

Sub-Machine Gun C 1+[CD]4 2 2H Spread 1
Tactical Bow M 1+[CD]3 1 2H Subtle 2
Melee Weapons
The melee weapons listed below represent only a relatively simple set of baselines. More advanced 
melee weapons are enhanced in ways that are similar to the different ammunition types available to 
firearms. For example, a character may carry a Teseum-bladed sword, created by applying the 
Armour Piercing ammunition to the Sword profile below.

Name Damage Size Qualities
Unarmed Strike 1+[CD]2 1H Subtle 1, Stun
Brass Knuckles 1+[CD]3 1H Subtle 1, Hidden 1, 

Vicious 1
Knife 1+[CD]3 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, 

Unforgiving 1
Cudgel or Baton 1+[CD]3 1H Subtle 1, Stun
Machete 1+[CD]4 1H Subtle 1, Vicious 1
Sword 1+[CD]5 Unb Parry 1, Subtle 1, 

Vicious 1
Spear 1+[CD]5 2H Reach, Subtle 1

Armour

Armour across the Human Sphere comes in many shapes and sizes, from lightweight ballistic cloth 
woven into clothing, to high-impact plastics and nano-hardened ceramics, to towering power-
assisted suits of armour that straddle the line between personal armour and TAG.

Bio-Technological Shield (BTS)

Many types of armour contain an additional layer of protections, collectively referred to as Bio-
Technological Shielding, or BTS. BTS systems protect against a range of unconventional forms of 
attack, ranging from NBC (Nuclear, Biological, and Chemical) protections, nanotech screens, 
electromagnetic hardening, and anti-hacking countermeasures. These systems come in a variety of 



forms, but they collectively add up to a suite of defences to protect against attacks other than bullets
and blades.

In addition to providing Soak, armour has a BTS value, covering these diverse forms of protection. 
This value may be 0, but for any armour that provides a higher BTS value, the wearer gains a bonus 
d20 on all Resistance tests made to resist the effects of poisons, diseases, radiological attacks, and 
invasive nanotechnology. While worn, armour with a BTS value increases the wearer’s Security Soak 
by that amount.

Powered Armour

Servo-assisted armour is a powerful asset in battle, allowing a unit to withstand punishing quantities 
of firepower without compromising mobility. A character wearing powered armour gains the 
following additional effects:

 The armour’s strength and stability means that it grants the wearer an additional +[CD]1 
damage bonus to melee attacks, in addition to any provided by having a high Brawn. Further,
the wearer may use Unwieldy weapons without Bracing, and may use any Unbalanced or 
Two Handed weapon in one hand without increasing the difficulty.

 The armour’s resilience goes beyond providing Soak. A character wearing powered armour 
suffers an Injury if an attack deals seven or more damage after reductions from Soak, instead
of the normal five.

 Power armour is computer-controlled, meaning that it is considered to be a system on the 
character’s personal network. It can thus be hacked. Power armour has the Shutdown 
Breach Effect.

Sample Armour List

Armour Armour Soak
BTS Powered?

Head Torso Arms Legs
Bulletproof Vest – 2 – – 0 No
Combat Helmet 2 – – – 0 No
Ballistic Cloth Clothing – 1 1 1 0 No
Light Combat Armour 2 2 1 1 1 No
Medium Combat Armour 2 3 2 2 1 No
Heavy Combat Armour 3 4 2 2 2 No
Powered Combat Armour 4 5 3 3 3 Yes

Equipment

The following are a number of common pieces of equipment found in the Human Sphere

AutoMediKit

These nano-medical devices are found integrated into the most advanced armour. An AutoMediKit 
monitors the wearer’s vitals, and responds to serious injuries by injecting a fast-acting nanorepair 
serum that stabilises the soldier’s condition and allows him to keep fighting.

When a character equipped with an AutoMediKit suffers an Injury that would render him 
unconscious (normally the fourth Injury), the device takes effect and the character may immediately 
attempt a Challenging D2 Resistance test. If this is successful, then that Injury is ignored and the 



character remains conscious and active. The device also grants the character two bonus Momentum 
on all Medicine tests attempted to heal himself.

Breach Effect: Possess. An AutoMediKit is computer-assisted, and when active it is a system on the 
character’s personal network. Should this Breach Effect be triggered, it only permits the hacker 
access to the user’s vital signs.

Camouflage Equipment

A wide range of advanced camouflage equipment is used across the Human Sphere.

 Photoreactive Clothing is designed to respond to the presence, absence, and colour of light, 
adapting to mimic surroundings. While it is hardly the most effective kind of personal 
camouflage, it’s better than going without, and it’s relatively simple. Photoreactive clothing 
allows the wearer to re-roll a single d20 made when attempting a Stealth test.

 Chameleonic Gear uses photoreactive cells in clothing and armour, along with adaptive 
environmental patterns, to break up the wearer’s silhouette when he moves, making him 
harder to detect. Whenever a character wearing chameleonic gear makes a Stealth roll as 
part of a Face to Face test, he may add one bonus Momentum, unless he is within Close 
range of his opposition.

 Thermal Optic (TO) Camouflage is state-of-the-art stealth technology, distorting light and 
concealing even the signs of the wearer’s movement. To the naked eye, thermographic 
sensors, and even radar, the wearer is virtually invisible. Activating TO Camouflage requires a 
Restricted Action. While TO Camouflage is active, no creature can see the wearer directly – 
enemies may become aware of his presence, but he will not be directly visible. Sudden 
movements – any attack, or the Sprint standard action – deactivate TO Camouflage. TO 
Camouflage is linked to a character’s personal network, and has the Shutdown Breach Effect,
removing all benefits from the equipment until it is restarted. Of course, finding a 
camouflaged foe to disable their tech can be quite difficult.

 Holomasks are designed to cover the wearer in a lifelike hologram that allows them to 
appear as someone else. For optimal effects, the wearer should program the mask so they 
appear as someone of similar size and build. When using the Stealth skill to disguise 
themselves as someone else, a Holomask allows the character to create the disguise as a 
Standard Action. A Holomask is linked to a character’s personal network, and has the 
Shutdown and Possess Breach Effects. If shutdown, it loses all benefits until it is restarted. If 
it has suffered the Possess Breach Effect, a Holomask can be activated and deactivated by 
the attacking hacker at will, to produce any appearance he wishes.

Camouflage equipment immediately stops granting any benefits if the character suffers the Burning 
condition, and it does not regain those benefits until it has been repaired. Repair takes a Difficult D2 
Tech test as a Standard Action.

Communicator

Communications devices vary considerably. Civilian devices, available commercially, fit into a pocket, 
are worn as wristbands, or are otherwise small and portable. Military ones tend to be fitted into 
other equipment, normally the helmet or collar of armour or a uniform. All communicators transmit 
sound, two-dimensional images (still and video), and data in a range of formats. Operation varies 
widely, with haptic feedback on AR displays being common for complex tasks, and touchscreens and 



voice control for simpler tasks. Military communicators tend to respond to eye movements and 
microexpressions instead, to allow them to be used hands-free and silently in the middle of battle.

A communicator is primarily a narrative tool, but amongst its other functions, it allows instantaneous
and clear communication with any ally on the same planet. Communicators are connected to a 
character’s personal network, and can be hacked. They have the Shutdown and Possess Breach 
Effects. If Possessed, the hacker may view any data currently stored on the device (recent incoming 
and outgoing transmissions), listen into ongoing transmissions, and send his own transmissions to or 
from the possessed device.

FastPanda

Officially known as the ADRD-02 (Autonomous Deployment Repeater Device), a FastPanda is a tiny 
humanoid automaton containing a Repeater (see below) with a high-output battery. The robot is 
around a metre tall, has a black and white chassis, and vaguely resembles a small bear, giving it the 
iconic codename. FastPanda units are disposable, their battery lasting less than an hour in most 
cases, and the design is cheap enough to manufacture that retrieving them is only a concern for the 
most impoverished of operatives.

A FastPanda can be deployed as a Restricted Action, at which point it moves under its own power to 
any point its owner designates within Medium range. Once it has reached its destination (normally 
somewhere in Cover, it sits down, and devotes all remaining power to the Repeater. A FastPanda can 
take no actions other than waddling to a destination and activating the Repeater. It has an Armour 
Soak of 1, no hit locations, and it is destroyed as soon as it suffers one or more damage after 
reduction for Soak. A FastPanda runs out of power after an hour. They can be retrieved and 
recharged after use, though many are instead fitted with an incendiary unit that melts them into 
scrap when the battery runs out.

The FastPanda itself cannot be hacked, but the Repeater it contains can be, as described under 
Repeaters.

Hacking Devices

Every hacker carries a Hacking Device, a powerful personal computer able to breach foreign 
networks. They are capable of broadcasting powerful, if short-ranged signals on a range of 
frequencies, seeking weaknesses in networks that can be exploited by powerful offensive software. 
In turn, they also allow a hacker to defend against similar intrusions, through the use of potent 
security programs and the hacker’s own skill.

Four main forms of Hacking Device are in common use across the Human Sphere.

 A basic Hacking Device is loaded with the CLAW-1, SWORD-1, and SHIELD-1 programs, and 
all GADGET programs.

 A Hacking Device Plus contains the CLAW-2, SWORD-1, and SHIELD-2, and all GADGET 
programs. 

 A Defensive Hacking Device contains the SHIELD-3 program, and all GADGET-1 programs. It 
also contains additional layers of defence, which increases the hacker’s Firewall by three.

 An Assault Hacking Device contains the CLAW-3 program.



MediKit

MediKits are designed for absolute ease of use in stressful situations, such as battles. Each MediKit is 
a lightweight pistol, designed to propel a microcapsule of medical nanobots suspended in a nutrient 
fluid, allowing a field medic to administer first aid to patients over short distances. A character using 
a MediKit may perform the First Aid use of the Medicine skill when he is not within Reach of the 
patient. The difficulty for the Medicine test increases by one step for each range category beyond 
Close, as if it was a ranged weapon with a Range of Close.

Multispectral Visor

These devices – which come in a wide variety of forms – permit the user to perceive wavelengths of 
light that are impossible for humans to see naturally. To maximise their utility, an Expert System 
analyses and filters the data to ensure that the wearer sees everything of importance.

A Multispectral Visor is an Expert System which assists the Observation skill. A Level 1 Multispectral 
Visor has an Expert System 1, a Level 2 Multispectral Visor has an Expert System 2, and a Level 3 
Multispectral Visor has an Expert System 3.

Repeater

A repeater is, in the simplest terms, a signal booster for authorised hacking devices. Hacking devices 
suffer from considerable signal degradation, limiting their effective range, but Repeaters extend their
reach by receiving and boosting the signal, allowing a hacker to intrude upon enemy security without
exposing himself. Repeaters can be brought into play in a variety of ways, and the technology itself is 
not particularly cumbersome. Some are free-standing devices, while others are carried by allies or 
mounted onto vehicles.

A hacker within Long range of an allied Repeater (one he is authorised to use) may treat the 
Repeater’s position as their own for the purposes of range when using his Hacking device – whether 
hacking, or using other software.

Repeaters can be hacked, and have the Possess Breach Effects, allowing an enemy hacker to benefit 
from the Repeater to target any network within Close range of the Repeater, or any Hacker with 
access to that Repeater. Free-standing Repeaters (ones not directly carried by a character or vehicle) 
have a Firewall of 8 and Security Soak of 3. A Repeater carried by a character or mounted on the 
vehicle is included in that character or vehicle’s network, and thus uses those Firewall and Security 
Soak values.

Silencer

A common tool for covert operations, a silencer is a device fitted over the muzzle of a firearm which 
drastically reduces the amount of noise the weapon makes when it fires. Any firearm may be fitted 
with a silencer unless it has either the Munitions quality or the Unsubtle quality. This adds the Subtle
1 quality to the weapon.

Hacking Software

A Hacking Device is largely useless without software; they’re powerful computers without anything 
to do. An assortment of hacking programs exist, serving a variety of purposes. These programs are 
potent and extremely complex, meaning that a Hacking Device has a limited capacity to install and 
run these programs in tandem. Consequently, a Hacking Device can only contain a limited number of 



programs at once, described in each Hacking Device’s entry. Each program falls into one of the 
following categories:

 Control Software, commonly known as CLAW programs. These are forms of Intrusion 
Software, and are used by Hackers to subvert enemy systems. CLAW programs are more 
subtle than SWORD programs.

 Attack Software, commonly known as SWORD programs. These are forms of Intrusion 
Software, and are used by Hackers to damage enemy systems and the hackers connected to 
them. SWORD programs are more potent than CLAW programs.

 Defensive Software, commonly known as SHIELD programs. These are forms of Security 
Software, and are used by Hackers to defend against outside intrusion.

 Utility Software, commonly known as GADGET programs. These are miscellaneous programs
designed to provide some other valuable function.

 Upgrade Software, commonly known as UPGRADE programs. These are custom programs 
not widely available, which enhance some function of the Hacking Tool. There is no 
UPGRADE software in this playtest.

Each program is rated by a value, indicating the potency of that program.

Type Damage Soak Special
CLAW-1 1+[CD]3 – Each Effect rolled ignores 1 point of the target’s Security Soak
CLAW-2 1+[CD]4 – Each Effect rolled ignores 2 points of the target’s Security Soak
CLAW-3 1+[CD]5 – Each Effect rolled ignores 2 points of the target’s Security Soak
SWORD-1 1+[CD]5 – Each Effect rolled inflicts 1 damage
SHIELD-1 – 2 –
SHIELD-2 – 3 Grants one bonus Momentum on all Secure Reactions
SHIELD-3 – 4 Grants one bonus Momentum on all Secure Reactions

GADGET Software

A hacker may only have one GADGET program active at any one time. It takes a Free Action to switch 
one GADGET program off and activate another one.

 Lockpicker (GADGET-1) grants the hacker two bonus Momentum on all Hacking tests against 
non-personal networks if he is within Reach of a physical part of that network (such as a 
door, a security camera, a car’s dashboard, etc).

 Fairy Dust (GADGET-1) allows the hacker to bolster allies’ security; the hacker spends a 
Standard Action and attempts an Average D1 Hacking test. If this is successful, he grants a 
single ally within Close range two Security Soak. He may grant this bonus to an additional ally
within range for each Momentum spent, and he may spend up to two Momentum to extend 
the range by one category per Momentum.

 Assisted Fire (GADGET-2) allows the hacker to spend a Standard Action directing a Remote’s 
fire. Nominate a single Remote within Close range. During that Remote’s next turn, the 
hacker may assist a single Shoot attack made, rolling a single d20 and using his Hacking skill.

 Enhanced Reaction (GADGET-2) allows the hacker to heighten a Remote’s responses. As a 
Standard Action, Nominate a single Remote within Close range. The hacker may assist on the 
first Reaction that the Remote attempts before the hacker’s next turn, rolling a single d20 
and using his Hacking skill.



Vehicles

The worlds of Infinity are filled with vehicles. The streets of major cities teem with cars, trucks, and 
motorcycles, while aircraft carry people over long distances and to remote wildernesses. Battlefields 
thunder with the sound of TAGs and combat vehicles. This section provides details on how vehicles 
function in action scenes, as well as a few common vehicles that characters may encounter or obtain.

Vehicle Mobility

A vehicle’s mobility is measured in two ways:

 Top speed is a measure of how fast the vehicle can move when pushed to its limits. Vehicles 
seldom travel at this speed unless they’re travelling long distances, and this value is used 
primarily for narrative descriptions of travel.

 Combat manoeuvrability reflects that a vehicle in the midst of an action scene may not be 
travelling at their full speed. The drivers’ need for awareness, and a need to manoeuvre 
around obstacles forces vehicle crews to move more carefully. A vehicle’s Combat 
Manoeuvrability rating determines how quickly and easily the vehicle can manoeuvre around
obstacles and over difficult terrain. This rating is a value between zero and three, and it is the
number of bonus d20s added to any Pilot test made by the vehicle’s crew when operating 
the vehicle.

Crew and Carrying Capacity

A vehicle’s entry will list how many crew it requires to operate, and in what positions (commander, 
pilot, or gunner), and how many passengers it can carry.

Vehicle Qualities

The following common qualities are found on numerous vehicles, and they are collected here for 
convenience.

Agile
These vehicles can maintain a decent speed, even when negotiating rough terrain and other hazards.
On any movement action that allows the vehicle to move to a point within Medium range, an Agile 
vehicle may move to any point within Long range instead.

Aircraft
These vehicles operate in the air, rather than on land. Aircraft in the air must take a Pilot action each 
turn or they will fall from the sky. Some aircraft are listed as Aircraft (VTOL), which allows them to 
hover rather than continuing to fly forwards each turn. VTOL aircraft must still take a Pilot action 
each turn, but this action can simply be to maintain its position. Aircraft in combat occupy zones 
above ground level, representing their altitude.

Bike
The vehicle is lightweight and extremely mobile. It is designed for a single rider and possibly a single 
passenger. A bike’s small size and small turning circle means that it can re-roll any dice that fail when 
attempting a Pilot test to negotiate an obstacle or avoid an attack; the second result stands. Crew 
and passengers of a bike may attack with their own personal weaponry, in addition to any mounted 
on the vehicle. However, bikes are relatively light machines, and even ones designed for the brutality 
of battle can only take so much. A bike has its own hit location table.



Enclosed
A significant majority of TAGs and combat vehicles are Enclosed, protecting crew and passengers 
from the hazards of the outside world with armour plating. Crew and passengers within an Enclosed 
vehicle may not attack targets with their own personal weaponry. They also increase the difficulty of 
all Observation tests by one step due to their restricted field of vision. Within an Enclosed vehicle, 
crew and passengers cannot be targeted by attacks against the vehicle.

Exposed
The vehicle’s passenger and/or crew compartments are not sealed, and are instead visible to the 
world around them. This limits their protection, but allows transported characters better awareness 
of their surroundings. Crew and passengers in an Exposed vehicle can be affected by attacks against 
the vehicle, and they count as separate targets from the vehicle if the vehicle is hit by weapons with 
the Blast or Torrent qualities (though the vehicle may provide some degree of cover). Crew and 
passengers of Exposed vehicles may attack with their own personal weapons. Partly-enclosed 
vehicles, such as cars with only thin glass between the driver and the outside world, still count as 
Exposed.

Hover
The vehicle floats above terrain and obstacles. Hover vehicles typically fly at just above head height 
for a human being, but will adjust their precise altitude in order to avoid obstacles. Hover vehicles 
are not true aircraft, and cannot operate at higher altitudes – their means of hovering relies on 
pushing against the ground. Hover vehicles ignore all ground-level difficult terrain and all obstacles 
that are shorter than an average person.

Ponderous
The vehicle is so massive and bulky that it cannot move quickly. A Ponderous vehicle cannot take the 
normal Movement Restricted Action, and can only move to a point within Medium range at most 
during any other movement action.

Remote
A remote is an unmanned vehicle, or drone, which is operated remotely. They function 
autonomously under most circumstances, relying on their basic programming to navigate, perceive 
their surroundings, and attack enemies. An operator – carrying the proper equipment to command 
one or more Remotes – can intervene at any point to control the machine’s actions directly.

A Remote cannot accept any Crew; instead, it is treated as if it had a Commander with 7 in all 
Attributes and Expertise 1 in the Pilot, Observation, and Ranged Weapons skills. Whenever a Remote
attempts a skill test, it rolls only 1d20 rather than the normal 2. However, while a Remote is within 
Long range of its operator, that operator may use his own actions as if he were the Remote’s 
Commander, using his skills instead of the Remote’s. Hackers also have their own ways of interacting 
with Remotes.

Remotes have an additional system in their networks – a Core. This core contains the Remote’s 
processor and basic programming, and it has the Shutdown Breach Effect, disabling the Remote until
its operator can reactivate it.

Rugged
Robust power systems, modular chassis pieces, and redundant systems make a vehicle easy to repair,
saving time and resources, and allowing the vehicle to be put back into use far more swiftly. All 
successful Tech tests to repair a vehicle with the rugged quality gain two bonus Momentum.



Walker
The vehicle strides around on two or more legs, mimicking the movement of men or creatures. A 
Walker treats difficult terrain and obstacles as a normal creature would (though it is obviously much 
larger), and may engage in melee combat as creatures do. A Walker can use the Evasive Action 
Response Action to oppose melee attacks.

Wheeled
The vehicle travels on two or more wheels. It is swift across open ground but sometimes difficult to 
control over rough terrain. A Wheeled vehicle is the assumed default for these rules, and has no 
specific bonuses or penalties.

Vehicles in Combat

Movement
Movement for vehicles is virtually identical to movement for normal characters. A vehicle can take a 
maximum of one movement action each turn. Vehicles obey all the normal roles for combat, using 
zones to determine range and movement. However, vehicles will normally require different rulings 
from the GM than creatures with regards to what counts as difficult terrain, obstacles, and hazardous
terrain (a car cannot normally reach an area only accessible by ladder, for example).

Actions and Crew Roles
Each vehicle receives a single turn. During that turn, the vehicle receives a single action per 
crewman, with the available actions defined by each crewman’s role. The roles are as follows: 
commander (up to one), gunner (up to one per weapon system), and pilot (up to one). Many vehicles
do not have sufficient space to fill all the roles with different characters, and a character can take on 
multiple roles. Each crewman still only gets one action, no matter how many roles he fills.

 A character in the Commander role can take actions from any other role, but he only receives
one Standard Action, so vehicles with multiple characters can achieve more. This 
consideration is for vehicles with small crews, where the commander may also be the pilot, 
or single-seat craft where one person has to do everything. Commanders also have actions 
to benefit other characters’ performance, using the Command skill.

 Pilots can take actions to move the vehicle more quickly or through difficult environments. 
These actions require the Pilot skill.

 Gunners can take actions operating the vehicle’s weapons. One gunner can operate several 
individual weapons, but each one takes a separate Standard Action to fire, so larger vehicles 
may have several gunners. Each weapon may be operated by one gunner at most.

Multiple actions from multiple crewmen make larger vehicles more powerful than smaller ones. This 
is deliberate – big vehicles are tougher, have more actions, and can achieve more.

Combat Actions
The following is a list of the actions available to characters operating a vehicle in combat.

Pilot
Pilot actions all involve movement, as the name suggests. Where a test is required, use the Pilot skill.
Only a single move action can be taken on any given turn. Vehicles treat difficult terrain in the same 
way as creatures do, though they use the Pilot skill instead of Acrobatics or Athletics. Movement 
under normal circumstances thus requires a Simple D0 Pilot test.

 Adjustment: Free Action move. The vehicle moves anywhere within Close range.
 Movement: Restricted Action move. The vehicle moves anywhere within Medium range.



 Gun the Engines: Standard Action move. The vessel moves to any point in Long range, but all
attacks made by any crew or passengers increase their difficulty by two steps.

 Defensive Driving: Standard Action move. The vehicle moves anywhere within Medium 
range. Until the beginning of its next turn, all attacks against the vehicle, as well as all attacks
made by the vehicle’s crew and passengers, increase their difficulty by one step.

 On Target: Standard Action move. The vehicle moves anywhere within Medium range. The 
Pilot may assist a single attack made by one of the crew or passengers (which may not be 
himself), rolling 1d20 and using his Pilot skill.

 Ramming Speed (Attack): Standard Action move and attack. The vehicle moves into Reach of
any other creature or vehicle within Medium range, and tries to collide with it. Make an 
Average D1 Pilot test as a melee attack, inflicting the vehicle’s Impact Damage, and suffering 
the target’s Impact Damage in return. As creatures do not have an Impact Damage value, a 
vehicle ramming a creature instead suffers 1+[CD]2 damage, modified by the creature’s 
normal melee damage bonus. Increase the difficulty by one step for targets at Medium range

 Evasive Action: Response Action. If the vehicle is targeted by a Shoot or Ramming Speed 
attack, the pilot may take this action to turn that attack into a Face to Face test, resisted by 
the pilot’s Pilot skill. If the vehicle is a Walker, the pilot may also use this action if targeted by 
a Melee attack.

Gunner
Gunner actions all involve the vehicle’s weapons. These actions are specific to the operation of 
vehicle-mounted weaponry, and a character must use one of these actions to operate any weapon 
mounted on a vehicle, rather than the normal attack actions (which apply to personal weapons).

 Shoot (Attack): Standard Action. The gunner makes a Shoot action with one of the weapons 
he controls.

 Firing Solution: Standard Action. The gunner devises a firing solution that improves the 
effectiveness of his attacks. His next Open Fire action adds 2d20 to the roll, and 2 to the 
damage. This action is equivalent to Exploit Weakness, but is specific to the operation of 
vehicle weaponry, and its effects do not stack with Exploit Weakness. A commander may 
perform this action on a gunner’s behalf, or if the vehicle has multiple gunners, one gunner 
may spend a Reload to use this action on another’s behalf (representing tracers and ranging 
shots). In such instances, the gunner receiving the benefit gains the full benefit of this action,
without spending an action himself.

 Defensive Fire: Response Action. If an enemy creature or vehicle attempts to move into or 
within Close range (and the gunner is aware of the target), the gunner may make an 
immediate Shoot attack against that creature or vehicle with any weapon he has. The 
difficulty of this attack increases by one step, due to the urgency.

Commander
Commander actions bolster the effectiveness of other crewmen, making them work as a coherent 
whole rather than disparate individuals. Where a test is required, use the Command skill. A 
commander can take any action from any of the other roles. Performing any gunner action other 
than Firing Solution requires that the commander have a mounted weapon of his own. Performing 
any pilot action requires that the commander have access to the vehicle’s controls (often a duplicate 
set). The vehicle cannot take more than one movement action during a turn, from any source.

A commander may also make full use of any actions and abilities that relate to hacking and Infowar. If
a commander chooses, he may take full control of a vehicle’s network, adding all of the vehicle’s 



systems to his own network. This means they can be affected by hacking attacks against him, but it 
also means that he can defend the system himself.

 Coordinate: Standard Action. The commander directs his subordinates to bolster their 
effectiveness. The commander may assist any skill test attempted by another member of the 
vehicle’s crew, or one of the passengers, rolling 1d20 using his Command skill.

 Firing Solution: See gunner, above. As noted above, a commander can perform this action on
behalf of any gunner in the same vehicle, passing the bonus dice to that gunner’s next Shoot 
attack.

Attacking a Vehicle
Attacking a vehicle is fundamentally the same as attacking a creature. There are a few differences 
from standard attacks, such as a different set of hit locations, and using Chassis and Structure instead
of Vigour and Injuries. Many vehicles have higher Armour Soak values than creatures do, as they’re 
made of metal, ceramics, carbon fibre, and plastic instead of flesh and bone. As inanimate machines, 
vehicles cannot suffer mental damage, but they are vulnerable to hacking, and thus have their own 
Firewall values.

Many vehicles have a BTS value, as described in the Armour section. A vehicle’s BTS applies to attacks
against the vehicle itself, and to any attacks and effects against the crew and passengers.

Vehicle Hit Locations
Vehicles, for obvious reasons, have a different set of hit locations to people. When rolling to 
determine where a vehicle has been hit, roll on the following table. Results are determined by 
whether the vehicle is Enclosed, Exposed, or a Bike.

D20 Roll Enclosed Vehicle Exposed Vehicle Bike
1-5 Motive system Motive system Motive System
6-10 Hull Hull Hull
11-15 Hull Crew/Passengers Crew/Passengers
16-20 Weapon Weapon Crew/Passengers
Motive System could be tracks, wheels, leg hydraulics, magnetic generators, fuel lines, and so on. 
These systems are often quite fragile, regardless of the type of vehicle, and damage to them can 
result in the vehicle becoming immobilised, rather than destroyed.

Hull is the main bulk and structure of the vehicle. Powerful hits could reach the engine, fuel, or 
ammunition stores, or damage crucial control systems.

Crew/Passengers refers to the creatures operating the vehicle. In Enclosed vehicles, they are 
relatively safe, but Exposed vehicles and bikes leave these individuals vulnerable to harm. If there is 
more than one crewmen or passenger present, determine randomly which is hit. Resolve all hits 
against crew or passengers as normal for an attack against a creature.

Weapon hits strike the nearest or easiest-to-reach weapon to the attacker (randomly determined, or 
GM’s discretion). If a vehicle has no weapons (or none remaining), count this as a Hull hit instead. A 
destroyed weapon no longer functions. Individual weapons are hit and track damage individually. It is
only for the purposes of the hit location table that they are grouped together.

Damaging a Vehicle
When attacking a vehicle, the process of determining how much damage is inflicted is unchanged. 
However, the way that damage is tracked and the effects it causes, are slightly different.



Vehicles still have Armour Soak, as characters do, and two ways of tracking damage suffered. 
However, unlike characters, a vehicle has a quantity of Structure where a character has Vigour, and 
suffers Faults rather than Injuries.

If a vehicle is suffering from one or more Faults, the crew increases the difficulty of all skill tests 
made to operate the vehicle and any attached equipment (such as weapons) by one step for each 
Fault. A fourth Fault disables the vehicle, rendering it incapable of any actions. A fifth Fault causes 
the vehicle to become wrecked. At the GM’s discretion, vehicles operated by NPCs may be disabled 
after the first Fault.

Hacking a vehicle is identical to hacking any other network. However, some specific consideration 
should be given to the systems included within a vehicle.

 Engine Controls are the computer systems that regulate and govern the function of the 
vehicle’s engine, reactor, or other source of motive power. Engine Controls have the 
Shutdown Breach Effect, and a vehicle with a shutdown engine cannot move until the engine
has been restarted.

 Navigation systems help the pilot get the vehicle where it needs to be. They normally involve
accessing external satellite systems or geographic information services to determine where 
the vehicle is globally. Navigation systems have the Possess Breach Effect, allowing a hacker 
to see where a vehicle has been, and where it is currently going, as well as to input his own 
navigation instructions (fake maps, fictional routes, etc).

 Communicator systems function identically to those carried by individuals. Civilian vehicles 
often carry them to convey news and current events info to drivers, and to call for assistance 
in an emergency.

 Access Control systems determine who is permitted to enter and use the vehicle, though 
these can be overridden by an authorised user within the vehicle. They have the Possess 
Breach Effect, allowing a hacker to grant or revoke access to individuals. Access cannot be 
revoked from a character currently using the vehicle.

Repairing a Vehicle
Repairing Structure requires an Average D1 Tech test, and suitable tools and parts. This test takes a 
standard action to complete, and a successful test restores two Structure, plus an additional two per 
Momentum spent. The difficulty of this test increases by one for each Fault the vehicle is suffering 
from.

A character may alternatively attempt to jury-rig a solution to the vehicle’s Faults, removing the 
difficulty increase they impose for an hour. This requires a Tech test, with a difficulty equal to the 
number of Faults the vehicle is currently suffering from.

Once per day, a character may attempt a Tech test to repair a Fault the vehicle currently has. The 
difficulty of this test is equal to the number of Faults the vehicle currently has. If this test passes, the 
vehicle removes one Fault. The patient can remove one additional Fault for every two Momentum 
spent on this test. The time taken for this varies based on the difficulty of the test – it takes an hour 
to complete a D1 test, three hours to complete a D2 test, six hours to complete a D3 test, twelve 
hours to complete a D4 test, and eighteen hours to complete a D5 test. The character can reduce the 
time taken by an hour per Momentum spent, to a minimum of one hour. 



The Garage

Car
Qualities Exposed, Wheeled
Cruising Speed 130 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 1
Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity 3 passengers
Locations Soak Structure 10
Hull 2 Firewall 6
Motive System 1 BTS 1
Impact Damage 2+[DS]2
Armaments None
Notes Passengers and crew have [DS]4 cover Soak
Truck
Qualities Exposed, Wheeled
Cruising Speed 110 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 0
Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity 2 passengers
Locations Soak Structure 12
Hull 3 Firewall 6
Motive System 2 BTS 2
Impact Damage 2+[DS]3
Armaments None
Notes Passengers and crew have [DS]4 cover Soak
Motorcycle
Qualities Agile, Bike, Wheeled
Cruising Speed 180 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 2
Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity 1 passenger
Locations Soak Structure 6
Hull 3 Firewall 6
Motive System 2 BTS 0
Impact Damage 1+[DS]4
Armaments None
Notes None
‘Iguana’ TAG
Qualities Enclosed, Walker
Cruising Speed 45 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 2
Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity None
Locations Soak Structure 12
Hull 6 Firewall 8
Motive System 4

BTS 3
Weapons 4
Impact Damage 2+[DS]4
Armaments  Heavy Machine Gun (Range L, 2+[CD]5, Burst 3, Spread 1, Unsubtle)

 Heavy Flamethrower (Range C, 2+[CD]4, Burst 2, Incendiary 4, 
Munition, Torrent)

Notes An ‘Iguana’ contains a Repeater

An ‘Iguana’ gains an additional [CD]2 Cover Soak against guided missile 
attacks (not presently in playtest)



When the ‘Iguana’ becomes disabled or wrecked, the pilot may disembark as
a Reaction. This requires no skill test.



Infinity Beta Scene 1
Tales of the Long Zi Wo, Part One
Premise: The player characters are a squad of Nomad mercenaries, trying to intercept a convoy of 
stolen Tohaa Software Incubation Module. The convoy is progressing through a crowded Yu Jing slum
in Shenzhen. The convoy consists of two cars and a TZ Tsurugi motorcycle, each manned by gangsters
of the Long Zi Wo. The streets are congested due to Unification Day celebrations and the player 
characters have a fast car waiting behind a nearby building.

The player characters’ objective for this scene is to capture the SIM and carry it to their vehicle. The 
SIM is heavy, increasing the difficulty of Acrobatics and Athletics tests by one step.

Adversaries

There are seven gangsters, in two mobs of three, and an additional lone gangster on the motorcycle.

The gangster on the motorcycle will attempt to leave the scene to get help as soon as the fighting 
starts. One full round after he has left the scene, the GM may begin spending Heat to bring in 
reinforcements, as described in the Heat section later.

NPC Concepts
The following concepts are relevant to NPCs in Infinity.

 Target Categories: NPCs come in three broad categories, Troopers, Elites, and Nemeses. 
There are only Troopers present in this scenario, but the other types are included here if you 
want to continue the adventure with scenes of your own devising.

o Trooper: Troopers are minor, inconsequential opponents. When making a skill test, a 
Trooper rolls only 1d20, rather than 2d20, though they can buy additional dice in the
normal ways. Further, a Trooper is incapacitated after suffering a single Injury, 
Trauma, or Breach.

 Mob: Troopers can fight in groups, using strength of numbers to their 
advantage. A group of Troopers is called a Mob, which acts as a single entity 
in combat – they take a single action, they are a single target for attacks, and 
they spend Heat as if they were one creature rather than several. When a 
Mob takes a skill test, roll a number of d20s equal to the number of 
characters remaining in the Mob. When a Mob suffers damage, any damage 
remaining after incapacitating a single member of the mob carries over to 
the next nearest member of that mob, and so on until there is no more 
damage remaining or the mob has been destroyed.

o Elite: Elites are common foes, a meaningful challenge for player characters. They 
make skill tests as player characters do. An Elite is incapacitated after suffering a 
single Injury, Trauma, or Breach.

 Squads: Elites can lead groups of Troopers. These act as a Mob, except the 
Mob’s skill tests are made on the basic 2d20 of the Elite, plus d20 for each 
Trooper. The Elite leading a Squad will suffer damage last, after all the 
Troopers have been incapacitated, unless an attacker spends two 
Momentum to pick him out of the crowd. A Squad whose leader has been 
slain becomes a Mob.



o Nemesis: Nemeses are the most powerful and important foes. They are treated as 
player characters for the purposes of skill tests and suffering damage. Further, they 
may spend three Heat to gain the benefits of an Infinity point.

 Skill Groups: NPCs don’t have a full list of skills as PCs do. Instead, they have a short list of 
skill groups, each of which encompasses two or more skills. For each skill group, two values 
are listed. The first is the Expertise rank for that skill group. The second is the Focus rank for 
that skill group.

o Combat covers Close Combat and Ranged Weapons.
o Movement covers Athletics, Acrobatics, Pilot, Space, and Stealth.
o Resilience covers Discipline, Resistance, Survival, and Vacuum.
o Social covers Animal Handling, Command, Lifestyle, Persuade, and Psychotherapy. 
o Senses covers Analysis and Observation.
o Technical covers Education, Hacking, Medicine, Sciences, and Tech.

Long Zi Wo Gangster (Trooper)

Attributes
Agilit

y
Awareness Brawn Coordination Intelligence Personality Willpowe

r
9 8 8 9 7 8 7

Skill Groups
Combat Movement Resilience Social Senses Technical

2/2 1/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0
Vigour: 4 Armour: Bodysuit (All 1)

Resolve: 4 Morale: Scary Employer (2)

Firewall: 4 Security: None Systems: Communicators

Attacks
 Sub-Machine Gun (Shoot): Range C, 1+[CD]4 physical, Burst 2, 2H, Spread 1
 Knife (Melee): 1+[CD]3 physical, 1H, Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1
 Threaten (Scare): 1+[CD]2 mental
 Suppressive Fire (Scare): 1+[CD]4 mental, uses Ranged Weapons skill, 1+ Effects cause target 

to be Dazed, target benefits from Cover Soak

Uniformed Police Officer (Trooper)

Attributes
Agilit

y
Awareness Brawn Coordination Intelligence Personality Willpowe

r
8 9 8 9 8 9 8

Skill Groups
Combat Movement Resilience Social Senses Technical

2/1 1/1 1/1 2/1 1/1 1/0
Vigour: 4 Armour: Protective Uniform (Head 1, Arms 1, Torso 2, Legs 1)

Resolve: 4 Morale: Disciplined (1)

Firewall: 4 Security: None Systems: Communicators

Attacks
 Pistol (Shoot): Range C, 1+[CD]4 physical, Burst 1, 1H, Close Quarters, Subtle 1



 Baton (Melee): 1+[CD]3 physical, 1H, Subtle 1, Stun
 Voice of Authority (Scare): Range M, 1+[CD]5 mental, one use only, uses Command skill, each

Momentum spent affects one extra target, any affected target is Staggered for X rounds, 
where X is number of Effects rolled (minimum zero).

Infowar

The gangsters’ vehicles are described in the main rules section.

The local civil security network, accessible through any building in the area, is an Elite network with a
Firewall of 12 and a Security Soak of 2. It has the following systems:

 Security Cameras are present on the outside of every building. All of the cameras in this 
scene count as a single collective system. They have the Possess Breach Effect. A possessed 
camera system allows a hacker to view footage and audio from all the cameras in that 
system, allowing him to pick a building and see the streets around that building as if he were 
stood there personally. It takes a Free Action to change which building he sees from. It also 
allows him to take recordings of any footage viewed.

 The Emergency Response system controls police, fire, and emergency service despatches to 
this area. It has the Possess Breach Effect. A possessed emergency response system allows a 
hacker to prevent the police being sent to the area, or allows him to control their response 
so that they treat the player characters as allies.

Heat

The starting Heat pool is three. A suggested list of appropriate uses for Heat is as follows, beyond the
normal ones covered in the main rules:

 Festive Distraction: a cloud of balloons and floating glitter drift into the path of a player 
character, obscuring their vision. The GM can spend one Heat immediately before the player 
character attempts a skill test. This increases the difficulty of that skill test by one step.

 Police: a police patrol shows up and tries to intervene. This consists of two Yu Jing police 
officers in a patrol car. Any player may spend one Infinity point to declare that the police side
with them against the gangsters. If the player characters have hacked the Emergency 
Response system, they can choose to veto this – the GM cannot spend the Heat, and gets no 
effect – or declare that the police believe they are responding to a call for backup from an 
undercover agent.

 Civilian Casualties: Stray rounds from the fighting, or deliberate malice on the part of the 
gangsters, causes a number of civilians to be injured by the violence. This costs two or more 
Heat. This is counted as a Scare attack against one of the player characters, rolling a number 
of d20s equal to the number of Heat spent, against a target number of 12 (no Focus). If the 
attack is successful, it inflicts 1+[CD]5, and inflicting the Dazed condition if one or more 
Effects are rolled.

 Reinforcements: As noted above, one full round after the gangster on motorcycle leaves the 
scene, reinforcements begin to arrive. Spending one Heat brings a lone gangster on foot, 
who acts independently. Spending two Heat brings a long gangster on a motorcycle. 
Spending three Heat brings a Mob of three gangsters. Spending four Heat brings a Mob of 
three gangsters in a car. Reinforcements arrive at the end of the round, after all NPCs have 
acted, and they cannot take a turn in the round they arrive.



The Environment

A rough map of the environment has been provided, along with some notes about the individual 
zones contained within.

On this map, any area which is three or more zones from a character counts as Extreme range.

The environment is dominated by many towering tenement buildings. These five-story buildings are 
noisy with tenants cheering along the festival procession below, increasing the difficulty of all 
hearing-based Observation and Analysis tests by one step anywhere on the map. The buildings are a 
collection of six zones (five stories, and the roof), stacked on top of one another. Characters within 
the buildings, regardless of which floor they’re on, benefit from Heavy Cover ([CD]4 Cover Soak) due 
to the sturdy walls (both internal and external) against all Shoot attacks. Getting up the stairs 
between floors requires an Average D1 Athletics or Acrobatics test if the character uses the Sprint 
action. The interiors of the buildings are largely empty – people are crowded on the balconies 
watching the festivities. Regardless of which floor a character is on, if they are within Reach of one of
the windows, they can see clearly into the street outside, and may treat the streets at ground level as
adjacent zones, though any character moving from an upper floor to the street will suffer falling 
damage.

The strip of magenta zones show the procession of festival-goers along the street. These zones are 
difficult terrain, requiring Average D1 tests to move into, within, or out of them. A Complication on a 
test to cross this difficult terrain could result in several festival-goers being knocked over and causing 
the entire procession to devolve into an even greater mess, increasing the difficulty of any tests to 
enter, cross, or leave the difficult terrain by one step for the next round. The festival-goers also 
provide Light Cover ([CD]2 Cover Soak) to any target in, or on the far side of, the zone; it’s difficult to 



get a clear shot through the crowd. Each Effect rolled on the cover dice means that bystanders panic, 
adding a point of Heat to the pool as the crowd goes from celebration to fear.

The other streets are more or less open terrain, though there are enough food stands, advertising 
billboards, and similar objects to provide Light Cover ([CD]2 Cover Soak) to characters who wish to 
avoid gunfire.

The red marker shows where the gangsters’ convoy starts this scene. The bike is at the front, 
followed by two cars. The SIM is in the first of the two cars, in the middle of the convoy. They’re 
parked, and idling their engines, waiting for a gap in the procession before they continue.

The blue marker shows the player characters’ getaway car. The player characters start in or within 
Reach of their car at the start of the scene, and they may proceed in whichever manner they see fit.



Infinity Beta Scene 2
Tales of the Long Zi Wo, Part 2: 100 Miles and Running
Premise: The player characters, having stolen the Tohaa Software Incubation Module, are escaping 
from the scene when back-up arrives. The Hiromitsu Bratva – a rival of the Long Zi Wo – is seeking to 
capitalise on the drama by recovering the stolen technology. Their involvement rapidly turns a simple
chase into open warfare.

The main objective for the player characters is to escape. The only way they can go to ground is to 
get one of two nearby underpasses where they can ditch their vehicle and hack their way into the 
city’s maintenance tunnels, where they can try to evade pursuit inside the labyrinth of tunnels.

Structure

The scene is broken into three sections. Each section has its own environment, with a number of 
different obstacles to overcome and perils to avoid. These sections may vary, should the player 
characters’ car be destroyed, but don’t assume that the Bratva or the Long Zi Wo will be go easy on 
them if that happens.

At the start of the scene, the characters should all gain one Infinity point, while the GM should add 
three Heat to the pool.

Chase Scenes

A chase scene follows the normal rules for action scenes in basically all regards. The environment for 
a zone is typically long and thin, with lots of obstacles and difficult terrain to impede both the chased
characters, and their pursuers.

Naturally, the objective of a chase is for the pursued characters to reach the end of the environment, 
while their pursuers attempt to prevent them.

Adversaries

Bratva Motorcycle Gangers (Troopers)

Attributes
Agilit

y
Awareness Brawn Coordination Intelligence Personality Willpowe

r
8 8 9 9 7 8 7

Skill Groups
Combat Movement Resilience Social Senses Technical

1/2 2/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 0
Vigour: 5 Armour: Bike Leathers (All 1)

Resolve: 4 Morale: Scary Employer (2)

Firewall: 4 Security: None Systems: Communicators, Motorcycles

Attacks
 Machine Pistol (Shoot): Range C, 1+[CD]3 physical, Burst 2, Unb, Close Quarters, Spread 1
 Length of Chain (Melee): 1+[CD]4 physical, 1H, Reach 1, Vicious 1



 Suppressive Fire (Scare): 1+[CD]3 mental, uses Ranged Weapons skill, 1+ Effects cause target 
to be Dazed, target benefits from cover

Motorcycle
Due to the high-speed nature of the chase, and the fact that the Bratva Biker Gangers are Troopers 
operating in a Mob, each Bike is disabled after the first Fault inflicted – the damage makes the biker 
lose control and fall behind. As with all Mobs, damage left over after one target is incapacitated is 
carried over to the next target within the Mob.

Motorcycles operating as part a Mob follow all of the normal rules for Mobs. When attempting Pilot 
tests for the Mob when moving through difficult or dangerous terrain, do not add any bonus for the 
additional characters in the Mob – their numbers don’t help in such circumstances.

Qualities Agile, Bike, Wheeled
Cruising Speed 180 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 2
Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity 1 passenger
Locations Soak Structure 6
Hull 3 Firewall As Commander
Motive System 2 BTS 0
Impact Damage 1+[DS]4
Armaments None
Notes None

Long Zi Wo Specialists (Elites)

Attributes
Agilit

y
Awareness Brawn Coordination Intelligence Personality Willpowe

r
8 9 8 9 10 7 8

Skill Groups
Combat Movement Resilience Social Senses Technical

2/2 2/1 1/1 1/1 1/1 2/1
Vigour: 8 Armour: Bodysuit (All 1)

Resolve: 8 Morale: Scary Employer (2)

Firewall: 10 Security: SHIELD-1 (2) Systems: Communicators, Hacking Devices

Attacks
 Light Pistol (Shoot): Range C, 1+[CD]4 physical, Burst 1, 1H, Close Quarters, Hidden 1, Subtle 

1
 Knife (Melee): 1+[CD]3 physical, 1H, Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1
 Threaten (Scare): 1+[CD]2 mental
 CLAW-1 (Hack): Range C, 1+[CD]5, each Effect ignores 1 Soak
 SWORD-1 (Hack): Range C, 1+[CD]7, each Effect ignores 1 damage

Special
30. Hacker: Each Long Zi Wo Specialist is equipped with a Hacking Device, loaded with CLAW-1, 

SWORD-1, SHIELD-1, and Lockpicker.

Industrial Loadlifter TAG
Qualities Rugged, Walker
Cruising Speed 30 kph Combat Manoeuvrability 1



Crew 1 commander Carrying Capacity None
Locations Soak Structure 12
Hull 5 Firewall As Commander
Motive System 4 BTS 2
Impact Damage 2+[DS]4
Armaments Loader Claws (Melee): 2+[CD]4 damage, 1H, Knockdown, Vicious 1

Welding Torch (Melee): 1+[CD]5, 1H, Armour Piercing 3, Incendiary 3
Notes Jump Jets: The Loadlifter TAG can jump as a human can, using manoeuvring 

jets to achieve lift. The TAG’s Commander uses his Pilot skill instead of 
Acrobatics to jump.

Grab: The Loadlifter TAG’s Commander may spend one or more Momentum 
after an attack with the vehicle’s Loader Claws to grab the target. A Grabbed 
target cannot leave the TAG’s Reach without first passing an Athletics test, 
with a difficulty equal to the number of Momentum spent to initiate the 
grab. The Loadlifter TAG’s attacks against the grabbed target gain a free 
Exploit Weakness. If it grabs a vehicle, then the grabbed vehicle’s crew may 
not attempt to get the vehicle free, but they can leave the vehicle freely. If it 
grabs a car, then the difficulty of all tests it attempts increases by two steps 
while the car is grabbed, due to the awkward burden. It may release any 
grabbed creature or vehicle as a Free Action.

Throw: When it has a vehicle grabbed, the Commander may spend a 
Standard Action and one Heat to throw the vehicle. This is a Shoot attack 
using one of the profiles listed below:

31. Thrown Motorcycle (Shoot): Range C, 1+[CD]4, Mounted, Spread 1, 
Unsubtle

32. Thrown Car (Shoot): Range C, 2+[CD]4, Mounted, Blast (Close), 
Unsubtle 

The Loadlifter TAG is fitted with a Repeater.

Through the Streets

The player characters, confident from their successful retrieval of the SIM (They gain one Morale 
Soak each due to this confidence). They’re headed towards the city’s spaceport, when a gang of TZ 
Tsurugi Broadsword motorcycles arrive behind them. There’s a central group of four bikers, plus two 
more pairs of outriders (three Mobs, one of four bikers, and two of two bikers each). The central 
group will tail the player characters directly, trying to stay in Medium range, while the outrider 
groups try and get in close. The bikers will use a mixture of Shoot attacks and the Suppressive Fire 
technique, trying to make things as difficult as possible for the player characters.



The streets are still busy, and there are innocent bystanders everywhere. A Complication on a Pilot 
test or a Ranged Weapons test can cause several of these bystanders to be hit – by a vehicle, or by 
stray shots. This inflicts 1+[CD]2 mental damage immediately. On this map, any area which is three or
more zones from a character counts as Extreme range.

The crossroads – al marked X – are areas of particular difficulty. When the player characters reach 
one of these crossroads, roll 1d6. On a 1, 2, or 3, the traffic is flowing north-south at that crossroad. 
On a 4, 5, or 6, the traffic is flowing east-west at that crossroad. Attempting to enter a cross-roads 
against the traffic (entering from the north or south when the traffic is moving east-west, or vice 
versa) means the zone counts as dangerous terrain, increasing the difficulty of tests to move through 
the area by two steps. Failing this test means that the characters’ vehicle collides with traffic, which 
forces the vehicle to stop, and which inflicts 1+[CD]4 damage to the vehicle. At the start of each 
round, before any player character takes their turn, roll [CD]1 for each crossroads where the 
direction of traffic has already been established; if an Effect is rolled, then the direction of traffic 
changes.

Firing into, or through, traffic moving across the characters’ path (i.e., the shooter is moving east and 
the traffic is moving north-south, or vice versa), provides the target with Heavy Cover ([CD]4 Cover 
Soak). 

As noted in Infowar, below, a hacker may attempt to take control of the traffic lights, allowing them 
to choose which direction the traffic is flowing at each crossroads, rather than rolling to see if it 
changes.

The zones marked with red arrows on the map are the ways the player characters can depart from 
this stage; however, if any Mobs able are to see the player characters when they depart, then all 



remaining bikers will follow the characters into the next stage, so it’s a good idea to try and evade 
them first. The bikers are in constant communication, so if one biker knows where the player 
characters are, then they all do (however, see Infowar, below).

Infowar

The most obvious Infowar targets in this stage are the bikers themselves. They’re using 
communicators to ensure that they’re all aware of the player characters’ location. A single Breach 
Effect is sufficient to possess or shutdown a single Mob’s communicators, and thus keep that Mob 
from communicating with their allies.

Beyond that, the civic network is a viable target. Accessible at each crossroads, this network contains
traffic lights and cameras. It is an Elite network with a Firewall of 8 and a Security Soak of 1.

 Traffic Cameras face along each street approaching the crossroads, watching for drivers 
speeding or ignoring stop signs, with vehicle recognition software to track vehicles from 
camera to camera. They have the Possess Breach Effect. A hacker may look through any 
traffic camera on the network once the system has been possessed, and it takes a Free 
Action to change which camera the hacker is viewing through that turn. A hacker may also 
choose to have certain vehicles – such as his own – ignored by the vehicle recognition 
software, preventing those pesky speeding tickets.

 The traffic lights system governs vehicle movement in the area. It has the Possess Breach 
Effect. A possessed traffic light system allows a hacker to direct the flow of traffic along the 
streets, encouraging vehicles to move down particular streets and stop at certain junctions. 
This can help the characters evade their pursuers, if used intelligently.

Heat

As noted above, the starting Heat pool is equal to whatever the GM finished the previous scene with,
plus an additional three. A suggested list of appropriate uses for Heat is as follows, beyond the 
normal ones covered in the main rules:

 Heavy Traffic: At the start of each round, the GM may nominate a number of zones in the 
area, and pay one or two Heat for each. Each zone so nominated is particularly crowded with
vehicles and civilians, counting as difficult terrain; this increases the difficulty of Pilot tests by
one step in that zone per point of Heat spent on that zone. The GM may not nominate a 
crossroads zone (where the effects of traffic are already accounted for), or a zone that 
currently contains the player characters or one of the NPCs.

 Gridlock: At the start of any round, the GM may nominate a single zone and have it become 
gridlocked – utterly jammed with traffic, with no room to move past – by spending three 
Heat. This blocks the zone off completely for all vehicles, and prevents all movement into 
that area. The GM may not nominate a crossroads zone or a zone that currently contains the 
player characters or one of the NPCs.

 Civilian Casualties: Stray rounds from the fighting, or deliberate malice on the part of the 
gangsters, causes a number of civilians to be injured by the violence. This costs two or more 
Heat. This is counted as a Scare attack against one of the player characters, rolling a number 
of d20s equal to the number of Heat spent, against a target number of 12 (no Focus). If the 
attack is successful, it inflicts 1+[CD]5, and inflicting the Dazed condition if one or more 
Effects are rolled.



Special

The GM may choose to repeat or extend this stage of the scene. Extending the scene would involve 
expanding the map in one or more directions, while repeating it is simpler. Regardless, the GM only 
gets the three additional Heat once, at the very start of the scene. The GM shouldn’t repeat this 
stage more than two or three times, 

TAG, You’re It!

Having taken offence at the rash actions of the Hiromitsu Bratva, the Long Zi Wo call in the big guns. 
As the player characters move up past an industrial park, they encounter a pair of Industrial Lifting 
TAGs. These machines, operated by hackers working for the Long Zi Wo, will divide their attention 
between the Bratva bikers (if any remain) and the player characters. A third Long Zi Wo specialist is 
sat in an office, using the traffic cameras to track the player characters.

On this map, any area which is three or more zones from a character counts as Extreme range.

The outer edge of the area is roads and buildings, much as the previous area was. The blue arrows 
denote where the player characters enter the area, depending on where they left the previous area. 
These streets are fairly clear, and don’t have the crossroads that defined the previous environment.

The middle section is part of an industrial park – a few empty lots, a couple of large warehouses, and 
a site office sat in the middle of a large open yard. There’s a Long Zi Wo specialist in the office, and 
two more sat in Industrial Lifter TAGs in the yard outside. There are two narrow dirt roads to the 
north and south of the open yard, which are clear terrain.



The open yard is clear terrain, with no cover or concealment. The empty lots are rougher, and count 
as difficult terrain for vehicles, increasing the difficulty of Pilot tests by one step, and contain a 
number of company cars and trucks, providing Heavy Cover ([CD]4 Cover Soak) to any character 
within Reach of one. The site office has large windows on each side, but there’s enough furniture in 
there that any character within gains Heavy Cover ([CD]4 Cover Soak) from any attacks that originate 
outside, and Light Cover ([CD]2 Cover Soak) from any attacks that originate within, the building.

Infowar

There are numerous cars and trucks in the area which are unattended and which can be hacked 
freely; this is useful if the player characters’ car is seriously damaged or destroyed. These have the 
normal Firewall and systems for vehicles of their types.

The local civil network is accessible at each crossroads, and from the site office, where the Long Zi 
Wo hacker is accessing the system. He is currently possessing this network, so it uses his Firewall 
(10), Security (2), and means he can attempt to defend it actively. He’s an Elite NPC, so a single 
Breach will shut down his network; this will kick him off this part of the civil network, and return it to 
normal operations (Elite Network, Firewall 8, Security 1). If this happens, he withdraws entirely from 
the field, sneaking away as best he can.

To begin with, the Long Zi Wo hacker will avoid using the Secure reaction, so that he doesn’t give 
away his presence. However, any character that successfully inflicts one or more damage to his 
Firewall will become aware of his presence if they pass an Average D1 Analysis test. He will 
coordinate with his allies in the TAGs, using the security and traffic cameras to observe the player 
characters. Once the situation heats up, he may even attack the player characters directly, taking 
advantage of the Repeater built into each TAG to attack without exposing himself.

The TAGs are also viable targets for hacking, though their Security and BTS makes them a formidable 
target.

The civil network has the following systems, in addition to the hacking device and communicator of 
the hacker already inside it:

 Traffic Cameras face along each street approaching the crossroads, watching for drivers 
speeding or ignoring stop signs, with vehicle recognition software to track vehicles from 
camera to camera. They have the Possess Breach Effect. A hacker may look through any 
traffic camera on the network once the system has been possessed, and it takes a Free 
Action to change which camera the hacker is viewing through that turn. A hacker may also 
choose to have certain vehicles – such as his own – ignored by the vehicle recognition 
software, preventing those pesky speeding tickets.

 The warehouses are fitted with alarms, to alert police in case of break-ins. They have the 
Possess Breach Effect. Once the system has been possessed, the hacker can sound or silence 
the alarms from the warehouses at will, requiring no action. A sounded alarm produces a 
piercing sound that increases the difficulty of all Observation tests made within Medium 
range of that warehouse, and will alert the police to illegal activity. Silencing an alarm 
prevents a police response.

Heat

The GM retains all Heat he had remaining at the end of the previous stage. A suggested list of 
appropriate uses for Heat is as follows, beyond the normal ones covered in the main rules:



 Police: a police patrol shows up and tries to intervene, if one of the alarms has sounded. This
consists of two Yu Jing police officers in a patrol car (see Scene 1). Any player may spend one 
Infinity point to declare that the police side with them against the gangsters. If the player 
characters have hacked the alarms system, they can choose to veto this – the GM cannot 
spend the Heat, and gets no effect.

 Civilian Casualties: Stray rounds from the fighting, or deliberate malice on the part of the 
gangsters, causes a number of civilians to be injured by the violence. This costs two or more 
Heat. This is counted as a Scare attack against one of the player characters, rolling a number 
of d20s equal to the number of Heat spent, against a target number of 12 (no Focus). If the 
attack is successful, it inflicts 1+[CD]5, and inflicting the Dazed condition if one or more 
Effects are rolled.

 Heavy Traffic: At the start of each round, the GM may nominate a number of street zones in 
the area, and pay one or two Heat for each. Each zone so nominated is particularly crowded 
with vehicles and civilians, counting as difficult terrain; this increases the difficulty of Pilot 
tests by one step in that zone per point of Heat spent on that zone. The GM may not 
nominate a zone in the industrial park (one of the brown ones on the map), or a zone that 
currently contains the player characters or one of the NPCs.

Beneath the City

Fleeing down into the underpass – a massive underground roadway, eight lanes wide – the player 
characters begin to close on their destination. At this stage, any remaining bikers and TAGs will 
continue to give chase, but no additional foes will arrive.

The player characters are in a race against time to reach a maintenance tunnel, allowing them to 
escape the pursuing vehicles once and for all.

The player characters (their car represented by the blue marker) arrive down an on-ramp leading to 
the underpass. The underpass itself is eight lanes wide, four in either direction (each zone is two 
lanes across), with fast-moving traffic rushing down both sides. The arrows on the map above 
represent the direction of travel on each side. The black-and-yellow divider in the middle represents 
the barrier, separating the traffic moving east from that moving west. That divider provides Light 
Cover ([CD]2 Cover Soak).

Travelling in the direction of traffic is relatively simple, but the speed of the cars and trucks makes 
the entire area dangerous terrain, increasing the difficulty of all Pilot tests by one step. Failing this 
test means a high-speed collision, inflicting 1+[CD]5 damage to the vehicle.

The maintenance tunnel, marked in red, is a large alcove – characters can take cover within, gaining 
Heavy Cover ([CD]4 Cover Soak) – with a heavy door at the end. This door is locked, and details for 



unlocking it are covered under Infowar, below. Once the characters get through the door, the scene is
concluded.

Infowar

There are plenty of cars and trucks in the tunnel, but otherwise there are no other networks within 
easy reach for most of this stage.

A ‘bystander’ car or truck is a Trooper network with a Firewall of 4 and Security 1. Inflicting a Breach 
causes the vehicle to lose control. This increases the effect of the dangerous terrain by one step (to a 
total of a two-step increase) in that zone until the start of the hacker’s next turn (the hacker’s own 
vehicle is unaffected by this – they’re expecting the effect).

Beyond that, hacking enemies remains a viable option.

At the end of the tunnel, accessing the maintenance tunnel requires breaching the local civic 
network and unlocking the door. This has a Nemesis network with a Firewall of 15 and Security 3. 
Overcoming the lock physically requires a Daunting D3 Tech or Thievery test. Blasting the door down 
is more difficult still – the door has Chassis 12 and Armour 4, and requires three Faults to break down
completely. Each Fault reduces the Armour by one.

Heat

The GM retains all Heat he had remaining at the end of the previous stage. A suggested list of 
appropriate uses for Heat is as follows, beyond the normal ones covered in the main rules:

 Civilian Casualties: Stray rounds from the fighting, or deliberate malice on the part of the 
gangsters, causes a number of civilians to be injured by the violence. This costs two or more 
Heat. This is counted as a Scare attack against one of the player characters, rolling a number 
of d20s equal to the number of Heat spent, against a target number of 12 (no Focus). If the 
attack is successful, it inflicts 1+[CD]5, and inflicting the Dazed condition if one or more 
Effects are rolled.

 Heavy Traffic: At the start of each round, the GM may nominate a number of zones in the 
area, and pay one or two Heat for each. Each zone so nominated is particularly crowded with 
vehicles and civilians; this increases the difficulty of Pilot tests by one step in that zone per point of 
Heat spent on that zone.



Pregen 1: Lieutenant
Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 10
Acrobatics 2 1
Close Combat 1 1
Stealth 1 1

Awareness 9

Analysis
Animal Handling
Observation 3 2
Survival
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 11
Pilot
Ranged Weapons 2 2
Space

Intelligence 10

Education 2 2
Hacking
Lifestyle
Tech 1 1
Medicine
Sciences

Personality 12
Persuade 2 1
Psychotherapy 2 1

Brawn 8
Athletics
Resistance

Willpower 13
Command 3 2
Discipline 2 2

Defence

Vigour  8
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve  15
Morale  0
Firewall  10
Security  BTS (1)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]1

Melee: 0

Scare: [CD]3

Hack: [CD]2

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burst Siz
e

Qualities

Combi Rifle Shoot M 1+[CD]6 2 2H Expert 1
Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]4 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]3 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Voice of Authority Scare M 1+[CD]7 – – One Use Only
Uses Command skill

Affects +1 target per Momentum
Effects cause Staggered condition

Threaten Scare – 1+[CD]5 – – –

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, Combi Rifle (3 Reloads), Light Pistol (2 Reloads), Knife, Communicator



Pregen 2: Rifleman

Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 10
Acrobatics 3 2
Close Combat
Stealth 2 2

Awareness 9

Analysis
Animal Handling
Observation 1 1
Survival
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 13
Pilot 2 2
Ranged Weapons 3 2
Space

Intelligence 8

Education 1 1
Hacking
Lifestyle
Tech 2 2
Medicine
Sciences

Personality 10
Persuade 1 1
Psychotherapy

Brawn 12
Athletics 2 1
Resistance 2 1

Willpower 11
Command
Discipline 2 1

Defence

Vigour  14
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve  13
Morale  0
Firewall  8
Security  BTS (1)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]1

Melee: [CD]3

Scare: [CD]2

Hack: 0

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burst Size Qualities

Combi Rifle Shoot M 1+[CD]6 2 2H Expert 1
Grenade 
Launcher

Shoot M 2+[CD]5 1 2H Blast (Close), Munition, Unsubtle

Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]4 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]6 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Threaten Scare – 1+[CD]4 – – –

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, Combi Rifle (3 Reloads) with Grenade Launcher (2 Frag Grenades), Light Pistol 
(2 Reloads), Knife, Communicator



Pregen 3: Marksman

Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 11
Acrobatics 2 1
Close Combat
Stealth 3 2

Awareness 12

Analysis 1 1
Animal Handling
Observation 2 2
Survival 2 1
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 13
Pilot
Ranged Weapons 3 2
Space

Intelligence 10

Education 1 1
Hacking
Lifestyle
Tech 2 2
Medicine
Sciences

Personality 8
Persuade
Psychotherapy

Brawn 9
Athletics 2 2
Resistance 1 1

Willpower 10
Command
Discipline 2 1

Defence

Vigour 11
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve 12
Morale 0
Firewall 10
Security BTS (1)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]3

Melee: [CD]1

Scare: 0

Hack: [CD]2

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burs
t

Size Qualities

MULTI Sniper Rifle Shoot L 2+[CD]8 1 2H Multi (Light), Unforgiving 2
Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]7 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]4 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Threaten Scare – 1+[CD]2 – – –

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, MULTI Sniper Rifle (3 Reloads), Light Pistol (2 Reloads), Knife, Communicator



Pregen 4: Hacker

Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 10
Acrobatics 1 1
Close Combat
Stealth 2 1

Awareness 11

Analysis 2 2
Animal Handling
Observation 2 2
Survival
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 12
Pilot
Ranged Weapons 1 1
Space

Intelligence 13

Education 2 2
Hacking 3 2
Lifestyle
Tech 3 2
Medicine
Sciences

Personality 10
Persuade
Psychotherapy

Brawn 8
Athletics
Resistance 1 1

Willpower 9
Command 2 1
Discipline 2 1

Defence

Vigour  9
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve  11
Morale  0
Firewall  16
Security  SHIELD-1 

and BTS (3)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]2

Melee: 0

Scare: [CD]2

Hack: [CD]3

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burst Siz
e

Qualities

Combi Rifle Shoot M 1+[CD]7 2 2H Expert 1
Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]5 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]3 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Threaten Scare – 1+[CD]4 – – –
CLAW-1 Hack C 1+[CD]6 – – Each Effect ignores 1 Soak
SWORD-1 Hack C 1+[CD]8 – – Each Effect adds +1 damage

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, Combi Rifle (3 Reloads), Light Pistol (2 Reloads), Hacking Device (CLAW-1, 
SWORD-1, SHIELD-1, Lockpicker, Fairy Dust), Knife, Communicator



Pregen 5: Paramedic

Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 12
Acrobatics 1 1
Close Combat
Stealth 2 1

Awareness 9

Analysis
Animal Handling
Observation 2 2
Survival
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 11
Pilot
Ranged Weapons 1 1
Space

Intelligence 13

Education 2 1
Hacking
Lifestyle
Tech 2 2
Medicine 3 2
Sciences 2 2

Personality 10
Persuade
Psychotherapy 3 2

Brawn 8
Athletics
Resistance 2 1

Willpower 10
Command 2 1
Discipline 1 1

Defence

Vigour  10
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve  11
Morale  0
Firewall  10
Security  BTS (1)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]1

Melee: 0

Scare: [CD]2

Hack: [CD]3

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burst Siz
e

Qualities

Combi Rifle Shoot M 1+[CD]6 2 2H Expert 1
Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]4 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]3 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Threaten Scare M 1+[CD]4 – – –

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, Combi Rifle (3 Reloads), Light Pistol (2 Reloads), Knife, Communicator, MediKit



Pregen 6: Infiltrator

Attribute Skill Expertise Focus

Agility 13
Acrobatics 2 2
Close Combat 2 2
Stealth 3 2

Awareness 12

Analysis 1 1
Animal Handling
Observation 3 2
Survival 2 2
Thievery
Vacuum

Coordination 11
Pilot
Ranged Weapons 2 1
Space

Intelligence 8

Education
Hacking
Lifestyle
Tech 2 1
Medicine
Sciences

Personality 9
Persuade
Psychotherapy

Brawn 10
Athletics 2 1
Resistance 1 1

Willpower 10
Command
Discipline 1 1

Defence

Vigour  8
Armour Head 2

Torso 3
Arms 2
Legs 2
BTS 1

Resolve  15
Morale  0
Firewall  10
Security  BTS (1)

Damage Bonuses

Shoot: [CD]3

Melee: [CD]2

Scare: [CD]1

Hack: 0

Infinity Points: 1

Name Type Rang
e

Damag
e

Burst Siz
e

Qualities

Combi Rifle Shoot M 1+[CD]8 2 2H Expert 1
Pistol, Light Shoot C 1+[CD]6 1 1H Close Quarters, Subtle 1
Knife Mele

e
– 1+[CD]5 – 1H Subtle 2, Hidden 1, Unforgiving 1

Knife to the 
Throat

Scare Reach 1+[CD]5 – – Effects rolled cause Staggered
condition

Threaten Scare M 1+[CD]3 – – –

Equipment

Light Combat Armour, Combi Rifle (3 Reloads), Light Pistol (2 Reloads), Knife, Communicator, 
FastPanda



Making your Own Character
Full character creation rules for Infinity are still in development, but in the meantime, if you don’t 
want to use the pre-generated characters listed above, you can use the following method to produce 
a character of your own.

Each character   has attribute scores of 13, 12, 11, 10, 10, 9, and 8. Arrange those into each of the 
seven attributes as you wish.

Each character begins play with one Infinity point, and the following skill ranks:

 Two skills at Expertise 3, Focus 2
 Three skills at Expertise 2, Focus 2
 Three skills at Expertise 2, Focus 1
 Three skills at Expertise 1, Focus 1

A character has Vigour equal to Physique plus Resistance Expertise, Resolve equal to Willpower plus 
Discipline Expertise, and Firewall equal to Intelligence plus Hacking Expertise.

Equipment is left to the GM’s discretion, but the pregens above should be used as guidance for this.
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